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Through censorship, harassment and intimidation, nearly all of our mainstream
media venues, including news and entertainment, are actively suppressing Truth and
promoting globalist, socialist agendas. If we don’t come together as a people, right now,
these enemies of humanity will soon stamp our voices out. - Raymond Towers
Caravan: Any large group of people traveling together in single file.
Migrant: An animal that migrates. (also Migrant Worker) A worker who moves from
place to place to do seasonal work.
Mob: A large crowd of people, esp. one that is disorderly and intent on causing
trouble or violence.
Horde: derogatory A large group of people.
Invasion: An incursion by a large number of people or things into a place or sphere
of activity. An unwelcome intrusion into another’s domain.
(Definitions from Oxford Dictionary. By definition, the use of these words in this
article is correct.)
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Introduction
In the past, I have followed Fake News coverage of migrant caravans moving away
from Central American countries, making their way through Mexico and into the United
States. Several of these movements of mass numbers of humans took place during the
Obama administration. A lot of these people ended up in California, which thanks to the
current liberal stranglehold has become a Sanctuary State to illegal migrants.
To a greater extent, I have followed the floods of illegal migrations of Arabs and
Africans into Europe. I had more sources this time, better sources than Fake News. They
included independent news media and your Average Joe (or Jane) walking down the
street with his or her cell phone recording the action as it was happening live. This is how
I found out that those poor, peaceful Muslims were not what they seemed. Fake News
tried to minimize, because they could not longer contain and hide, the harrowing events
of Cologne, Germany, during a New Year’s celebration where dozens of Anglo women
were attacked, groped and raped by Allah’s enthusiastic emissaries of peace. The Muslim
horde has made Sweden the rape capital nation of the world, but they can’t really talk
about it, or else liberal dogs will slander them as racists, zenophobes or Islamophobes.
Afflicted countries such as England, France and Germany have made it a Hate Crime to
criticize liberal policies and for independent news to report the Truth.
Fake News and social media giants such as AOL, Facebook, Google / Youtube,
Twitter, Yahoo, and many, many others, have followed this trend where blatant and
unremorseful censorship is the new norm.
I first became aware of the Honduran invasion horde in the second or third week of
October, when the illegal migrants were beginning to mass up in northern Guatemala,
just south of the Mexican border. I watched live as they stormed past Guatemalan border
guards and gates, crowded onto the single bridge leading into Mexico, and again watched
live as the horde attacked Mexican authorities, broke through their barriers, or swam
across the river to invade Mexico.
I don’t watch Fake News anymore, or at least I keep away from it as much as
possible. The coverage I watched from the Honduran invasion into Mexico came from
mainstream Mexican or Latin American news sources. I have several news stations that I
referred to, such as Caracol and Milenio, during the times when I was keeping up with
the various volcanoes going off in Central America, such as Guatemala’s Fuego disaster,
the badly built hydroelectric dam Hidroutango in Colombia, and the on the worsening
political situation in Maduro’s Venezuela.

When Fake News was starting to cover the crisis at the southern Mexican border, I
was appalled to see the same liberal / socialist bias I’d seen in Europe during the Arab
and African invasion. Every single major news outlet: Milenio, Telemundo, Televisa,
Univision and especially TeleSUR, and more, had jumped on the socialist bandwagon.
All of these Fake News channels interviewed mostly young women holding or posing
beside their children, painting a picture of poverty and desperation, and how it was God’s
will that these people look for greater opportunities in the land of milk and honey up
north, the United States. This was an incredible contradiction to what their video footage
presented; the majority of the illegal migrant caravan was made up of young men of
military age (18 through 40), and they weren’t very peaceful when they were attacking
Guatemalan and Mexican authorities with rocks and Molotov cocktails. This was the
same liberal run-around we saw during the invasion of Europe by hostile migrants, who
were painted out to be poor, peaceful, hungry and really nice.
Ever since I can remember, and this goes back to the mid-1980s, Mexico has never
been a country that tolerates honest, open journalism. Corrupt politicians and drug cartels
routinely and blatantly murder judges, cops, lawyers, activists and reporters. I am happy
to say that a lot of this suppression has gone away. As I was keeping up with the horde as
it moved throughout Mexico, even Youtube’s biased algorithms could not prevent me
from finding dozens of independent reporters out there on the streets and roads, recording
and interviewing the illegal migrants firsthand. Anyone with a cell phone can now be an
on the ground reporter, and anyone with a camera and a recording microphone can have
their own makeshift news studio. I found several seasoned independent journalists, and
quite a few young men, even teenagers, who were politically inclined and honest enough
to show what was really going on, that Fake News was keeping under wraps.
Who better to report on a major news story in Mexico, than Mexicans? I am lucky
enough to be bilingual in the US, a country where many of its citizens can’t handle more
than one language, and where I know many Latinos who can barely speak Spanish,
including my ex-wife and her siblings. Because of my fluency, I avoided most Englishlanguage reports and concentrated primarily on Spanish independent news as the various
caravans made their way through Mexico.
I have watched dozens, if not hundreds, of reports and commentaries, some only a
couple of minutes long, others hours long, focusing on the Honduran caravan. The video
titles found in the Sources section of this report are only a small sample, included because
they had the most up to date news at the time. So much has happened, and so much is still
happening right now, that it was impossible to encompass and encapsulate everything
that has transpired ever since October 12, 2018, when the first caravan was formed in a
shopping center in San Pedro Sula, Honduras.
Background
Who is to blame for the migrant crisis? This question, if truthfully analyzed, requires
a very complex answer. Most independent news will point the finger at George Soros and
his Open Society policies, or on the United Nations Compact for Global Migration, but
the truth is far deeper and older than that. Unfortunately, we humans live in a binary
world. We can only grasp two primary forms of government. To the one side, we have
the greedy imperialist / capitalists / materialists who pillage the resources of Third World

countries. On the other side, we have the naive socialists who claim they want to get
those resources back for the common people, but their leaders always end up hoarding
most of the wealth for themselves while their people end up poor and starving. That is all
the typical human mind can handle, apparently: the political left, and the political right.
The imperialists have a bad habit of using covert assets and agencies, such as the
CIA, to depose national leaders from countries in Africa, Asia and South America. The
socialist Latin American countries, especially in northern South America, look to their
military hero Simon Bolivar, a Spaniard who rebelled against colonialism and helped to
free the territories that eventually became Venezuela, Colombia and Ecuador. Mexico’s
new president Obrador also praises Bolivar’s political leanings. In a nutshell, many Latin
countries will stick together, even if their leaders and people don’t get along, and all of
them want American and European interests kicked out. This is why you see Venezuela
siding with Russia and China, and why Russia and China have publicly stated they will
invest heavily in Obrador’s Mexico. The political left and right are always wrestling with
one another for control of the world. That’s just the way it is, folks.
Venezuela has a big part to play in the advent of the Honduran caravans. President
Maduro is, by all accounts, not a good man. Who should go in there to replace him? It
seems the world’s policeman, the United States, wants that job. For the last few years,
including part of Obama’s term, the US has been actively trying to disrupt Venezuela.
Right wing terrorists from Colombia, who are backed by Western interests, sneak into
Venezuela to blow up power plants and leave the country with no electricity. Western
nations and OPEC colluded to drastically lower the price of oil, which devastated
Venezuela’s economy. We have greedy capitalists, Jews, who are in international court
trying to get their hands on Venezuela’s oil reserves and also its gold mines, which are
the fourth largest in the world. In the middle of November, we saw the Bank of England,
run by the Rothschild family, confiscate 500 million dollars’ worth of Venezuelan gold.
We also had rumblings from the White House, where Adon Trump and VP Pence pointed
their fingers at Venezuela, citing the usual lies of humanitarian crisis and freeing the
people for democracy, as an excuse for American military intervention. The US and
Colombia were hinting at the use of military force. Puerto Rico even said they were
willing to be the staging point for the attack.
What does this have to do with Central America and Mexico? Well, everything. The
same way the imperialists are continually poking at the socialist dog with a sharp stick,
the socialists want to bare their teeth and snap back. Leftist nations from Mexico all the
way down to the southern tip of South America don’t want US troops in Venezuela, and
they will do anything they can to impede it. This includes deceiving the poor and easily
led from Central American countries to migrate north, as a way to embarrass Trump.
Remember what I mentioned about Simon Bolivar; the Latin American countries don’t
want the US or Europe meddling into their borders.
Enter people like George Soros, who is not so much an initiator, but a facilitator. He
can see the divide between the left and right, and his goal is to make that divide wider.
Human lives are incidental, and manipulated as a means to an end. This is what Soros and
his Open Society foundations did in Europe, and in the US during Obama’s term, and
he’s doing it again. He’s got the European Union and the United Nations on his side, in
his corrupt ambition for globalization and a New World Order, and national leaders such
as England’s May, Germany’s Merkel and France’s Macron are on board, and so was the

incredibly corrupt Hillary Clinton, who promised to do away with the US border the first
day of her term, if she got elected. Thank God she didn’t!
That’s how things were looking, right before the caravan crisis first started up. Let’s
see how things got rolling along.
Honduran Origins
The first caravan formed on Friday, October 12, 2018, in San Pedro Sula, Honduras.
The time was 8:00 AM. We know this because a flyer was passed out to locals. The flyer
is titled Walk Of The Migrant. An image of the flyer was posted on the Facebook page of
former government deputy Bartolo Fuentes. The flyer shows the image of a man’s back,
with his arms outstretched to the sides, with a red background. To the bottom edge of the
flyer, we see a signpost showing the word Mexico. The text of the flyer:
We will accompany these people. It is regretful that there are no institutions in
Honduras that can support us to avoid that the migrants do no lose their orientation, or
fall into danger. Let us at least support their exit. We decry the terrible situation we are
living in inside Honduras: unemployment, insecurity, poverty. And those we protest
against persecute us or shoot live rounds.
Reports have circulated that other leftist Honduran politicians were backing and
encouraging the forming of caravans. Newspapers and TV news media picked up the
story right away, drawing more attention and people to the caravan. Media exposure, or
possibly even complicity, mirrors the way similar caravans formed during the Obama
administration. The biggest difference is that back then, the Catholic Church was also
pushing for mass migration, but I didn’t see that taking place this time.
A camera crew from Skylight Engagements was present on October 19, 2018, when
the first caravan reached the northern border of Guatemala. We know this because they
tweeted about it and included images. According to his tax return for 2016, George Soros
provided ‘general support’ for Skylight in the amount of one million dollars, under the
guise of Foundation To Promote Open Society. Skylight is based in Brooklyn, New York.
Their website is found at skylight.is. Through their tweets, we can clearly see that
Skylight is associated with Soros’ Open Society.
By the way, the 500 page Soros’ tax return also funded social organizations that
participated in the DACA and Kavanaugh protests, as well as transgender equality and
projects that would allow illegal immigrants to get the right to vote faster. According to
Fake News, it is a conspiracy theory to think that Soros had anything to do with the
Honduran caravans.
Two other factors come into play here, to facilitate the movement of these caravans
through multiple nations and into Mexico. The first one comes from the Unites Nations.
It is an initiative called Global Compact For Migration. This document calls for the
resettlement of 294 million migrants, ignoring national laws, into countries Canada,
Europe and the US. 294 million people; compare that number to the estimated population
of the United States of 315 million.
An article from Neon Nettle, dated November 24, 2018, shows the headline:

Hungary Slams UN Migration Pact For Trying To Legalize Illegal Immigration
Hungarian foreign minister Peter Siijarto states Hungary will vote against the UN
pact in December. The pact is scheduled for a vote of approval by many UN-supportive
countries on December 10 and 11, in Marrakesh, Morocco. The pact is a global initiative
pushing for mandatory resettlement quotas. It is a threat on national sovereignty and
national borders.
The compact claims it is not legally binding, but Dutch MEP official Marcel De
Graaf states: “It is still the legal framework on which the participating countries commit
themselves to build.”
According to the pact, migration is a basic human right. Countries that refuse forced
or illegal migration will be criticized. This criticism could be considered Hate Speech and
prohibited by law. We are already seeing this in Mexico, were critics of the caravans are
being accused of Hate Speech on social media.
“It will become impossible to criticize (Germany’s Angela) Merkel’s ‘welcome
migrants’ politics without being at risk to be jailed for hate speech.” De Graaff added.
Merkel’s idea is that countries should be prepared to give up control of their borders
to the European Union. Why do you think Britain is having so much trouble with Brexit?
Criticizing forced migration could become a criminal offense, if it falls under Hate
Speech. We have seen this in Europe already, where critics and independent reporters are
fined and jailed for pointing out Islamic corruption and savagery, or for questioning the
validity of the Jewish Holocaust. This scheme of Jewish victimization has been prevalent
in modern society ever since World War II. Look at all the people who have claimed to
be victims: feminists, gays, transgenders, Muslims and now everybody who lives in a
Third world country. Just as it is discouraged to say a black African raped a white
Norweigan, it will be discouraged to say that illegal migrants will tax a country’s welfare
system, or to say that forced migration will lead to a surge of robbery, rape and murder.
As of the early writing of this article, the following nations have refused to sign the
UN Pact: Australia, Hungary and the Dominican Republic. (The list has grown to 10
countries as of December 10, 2018.) Former head of state Obama had the US on that
same track, but Adon Trump has later rejected it. An estimated 120 to 190 nations are
expected to sign the Pact. (You should also know that George Soros is presently suing his
birth nation of Hungary, for going against the illegal Open Borders policy.)
Along with the UN’s Pact, the second factor that comes into play is the official
Constitution of the United States of Mexico. The constitution was heavily reformed in
2017, putting Mexico in line with the policies of the United Nations. Mexican law must
now conform with international treaties. Human rights are set above national laws, and
Mexico is forced to follow United Nations so-called progressiveness.
Let me ask you this. Who formed the short-lived League Of Nations, and later tried
a second time to create the United Nations? That would be the Zionist / Jewish cartels,
led by the Rothschild banking family. You may have heard the idea that Jewish bankers
fund both sides of a war, where both the victors and defeated end up owing them great
debts. Is it a coincidence that the International Monetary Fund and the World Health
Organization are also putting countries into huge debt that cannot be repaid, the same
way most people have trouble paying off their credit cards? Is it a coincidence that Soros
is described as a non-practicing Jew, yet he follows Zionist principles to the letter, or that

Trump magically decided to convert to Judaism right after he was inaugurated, possibly
as a deterrent to assassination by the global banking families?
You can’t correctly say that the New World Order is also the Jew World Order,
because that would be inaccurate. You still have to factor in the Masons, the Vatican and
a few other multinational groups as well. What you can say is that a whole lot of Jews are
involved in this idea that the United Nations should control the world and its economy,
and that the road is being paved to allow a significant portion of a Third World country’s
population to pick up their bags and invade a richer Western nation.
October, Southern Mexico
The first caravan left Honduras on October 12, with an estimated 150 people in it.
As the caravan marched on, and partially due to media coverage, more and more people
joined. Some claim to have walked for the entire seven days to reach the northern border
of Guatemala. Others said they took buses. A short video has surfaced from Honduras,
where some twenty to thirty women were lined up in rows. Two men wearing white shirts
and jeans, with handguns tucked into their waistbands, walked down the row passing out
money to the women. The money was used to procure rides on buses, allegedly. Who
were those men, why did they have guns and why did they give away money? Does that
sound like a spontaneous, grass roots event, like Fake News tells us?
October 14 - Milenio reports that Mexico will not allow any immigrants to enter its
territory without proper visas. The office of Governance Of Foreign Relations states that
visas must be obtained through proper channels, at consulates and not at the Mexican
border. The caravan is estimated to consist of 2,000 people.
October 16 - Proceso reports that Mexico’s National Institution Of Immigration
(INM) is sending federal officers to the southern border. Their orders were to prevent the
Honduran caravan from entering into Mexican territory. Other reports give the number of
officers sent at 500.
Already, concerns are raised over the safety of the immigrants, and the possibility of
Maras / MS-13 gang members infiltrating the caravan. Another worry is that migrants
will enter Mexico without having their identity verified. Secretary of Governance
Alfonso Navarrete Prida is blamed for allowing the caravan to reach Mexico in the first
place, when, had he acted sooner, he might have stalled it out before it left Honduras or
when it first entered Guatemala.
March 21, 2018 - From an article in Milenio, we learn that Mexico City has an
average of 350,000 Colombians living there, most of them illegally, up from a previous
average of 90,000. Mexican Chief Of Government Miguel Mancera stated that advanced
biometric measures should have been implemented at the southern border a long time
ago. Political haggling and bureaucratic red tape have hampered those efforts. Under the
current processing, he said it is possible for one person to enter Mexico under three or
four different names.
Immediately after the 500 federal agents arrived in Tapachula, Chiapas, at the
southern border, president-elect Manuel Obrador made a stunning reversal. The agents
were told by current President Pena-Nieto to STOP the caravan’s entry into Mexico.
Basically, Pena-Nieto gave up his presidential powers early, a month and a half before
Obrador’s inauguration, scheduled for December first. Obrador announced he would

make work visas available to the Honduran foreigners. Obrador promises government
benefits to migrants beginning when he takes power on December first.
“Anyone who wants to work in our country, will have our support.” - Obrador
Aristegui News reports that Obrador will also create a new civil defense force, to
work independently from municipal police and directly under the Mexican military.
Mexico is to be divided into 265 new zones, with federal, military and naval police
assigned to monitor them based on the guidelines of an index that was not specified.
October 16 - El Sol De Mexico reports that the Secretary of Governance has told
Commissioned General of the Federal Police, Manelich Castiall, to ALLOW the migrant
caravan entry into Mexico.
October 16 - Televisa reports the caravan will have free passage through the state of
Chiapas.
Understandably, many Mexican voters are upset at the reversal. Complaints are
publicized on independent news and social media. Reporters speculate that human and
drug smugglers are already working out smuggling corridors through Mexico, if they can
move migrants along without having their identifications verified. The number of
migrants is now estimated at 4 to 5,000.
October 18, 2018 - El Universal reports President Trump will send troops to secure
the southern US border. Trump makes the unspecified claim that many criminals are
already traveling in the caravan.
October 18, 2018 - Conciencia Radio reports the caravan number at 7,000. After
forcing their way past Guatemalan border defenses, the caravan is temporarily stopped on
the bridge between Guatemala and Mexico. CR reporter Alex Backman speculates that
George Soros is behind the movement.
October 19, 2018 - Caravan leader Walter Coelho tells news media that the migrants
are looking for work and better lives. Coelho clearly states the migrants are NOT heading
to the United States, but are planning to stay in Mexico. Coelho states that migrants
‘don’t want to steal,’ implying they would if they had to.
We are already hearing this theme from many of the migrants interviewed, as if they
have been coached into giving certain answers. The vast majority of migrants are saying
the same few things: we are good people, we are looking for work, our country is very
violent, it is God’s will that we continue this march and God will take us to the end.
On many occasions, caravan leaders and organizers in neon green vests are standing
near or next to migrants during these interviews. Most Fake News is deliberately NOT
showing the organizers during the march, focusing their footage on pedestrians, and
especially on women, children and families. We do see the organizers during caravan
upheavals, standing on roofs or vehicles with megaphones, shouting orders to and
instigating mob mentality.
Conciencia Radio reports that 99% of its comments on social media are against the
Honduran invasion, while Fake News tells us most Mexicans approve of it.
Nicaraguans and Salvadorans are now mixed in with Hondurans. The caravan
numbers at 8,000 people, with more caravans forming in Honduras and El Salvador.
Already, illegal migrants are avoiding the Mexican border crossing by wading across the
River Suchiate between both countries.

News media source Lopez-Doriga shows a headline stating that US President Trump
has offered Mexico 20 million dollars to halt the migrant caravan. Mexico’s Secretary Of
Governance Navarrete Prida reportedly turned the offer down. The information for this
article comes from an interview with Prida, conducted by Radio Formula. Prida also
stated at the time that he was hopeful 6 million migrants would enter Mexico. So far,
Mexican authorities had initiated only 200 official requests for asylum, out of an
estimated 8,000 illegal migrants. This gives rise to the suspicion that the majority of
migrants did not want to register or identify themselves.
Lopez-Doriga also mentions that women, children and older people were placed at
the front of the caravan deliberately, when the mob first began pushing at Mexican
defenses.
October 23, 2018 - President Trump threatens to cut off financial aid to Honduras
and El Salvador, for their complicity in allowing the caravans to form and leave their
countries. (US financial aid to Honduras in 2016 was 128 million taxpayer dollars.)
Previously, we heard of Honduran leftist and former government deputy Bartolo
Fuentes. He was the guy that posted the original caravan flyer on his Facebook page.
Now, reports are emerging that Fuentes is associated with leftist groups from Venezuela.
Remember what I said about Venezuela at the start, where that country feared an invasion
by Colombia and the US. According to the reports, Fuentes is actively encouraging new
caravans to form up, and Venezuela is providing unspecified support to keep things
going.
In the US, a lot of negative criticism was falling on George Soros and his socialist
Open Borders organizations. Something had to be done about that, and it was! It was at
this time that Soros, the repulsive Clintons and the repulsive Obamas got fake bombs in
the mail. US Fake News media sensationalized the reports, but nobody bothered to ask
for video evidence of the bombs being delivered to Soros’ doorstep. The guy is a multimillionaire who lives in a large mansion, and being that he is a notorious figure, are you
telling me that he doesn’t have surveillance cameras? This hoax took place one week
before midterm elections.
October 26, 2018 - The headline from periodical Zeta reads:
“We are a force of thousands and we are going to Tijuana.”
The migrant count had swelled up to 15,000. Trump ordered 1,000 troops to secure
the US border (Another article cited 1,500.). According to Conciencia Radio, several
American militia groups supported the president’s decision and were planning on
traveling to the US border themselves.
Concerned Mexican and US independent reporters started taking a closer look at the
‘poor, disheveled migrants.’ In general, the invaders were bathed and groomed. Many
men wore new or almost new ball caps, jackets, shirts and backpacks. The women were
also clean and dressed in good clothing. People have pointed out how new their shoes
looked, and how many of the migrants were so dirt poor, but at the same time they were
using expensive cell phones.
Whenever the caravan moved, they left industrial amounts of garbage behind,
including trash, empty food containers, water bottles, and most dubiously, a tremendous
amount of donated clothing and bedding materials. This means they were given money to

purchase new clothes and bedding while they were on the move, so they simply dropped
their old stuff on the street and started walking again.
October 26, 2018 - US Vice President Pence states Venezuelan interests are behind
the funding of the caravans. US ambassador to Honduras Mike Pompeo repeats the same
thing.
We start hearing a new quote from the illegal migrants, who are saying that 30,000
of them are on their way to destroy Trump’s wall. Note that this figure of 30,000 will
make the rounds all the way to Mexico’s northern border city of Tijuana. Many migrants
are repeating this figure, again, as if they were coached into saying it.
So far, only 1,400 migrants have registered and applied for asylum in southern
Mexico, out of an estimated 15,000. I want to reiterate that many migrants were refusing
to be identified, and this allows the criminal element to filter into the caravans. This will
become an obvious problem later.
October 26, 2018 - Zeta reports that many Hondurans are fleeing the right wing
government run by president J. Orlando Hernandez, inferring that the majority of
migrants are siding with the left.
Honduran reporter Denys Paredes claims he has left his family behind, while they
were in a financial bind, those were his words, to join the caravan. Along with many
others, he is quoted as saying the caravan will reach Tijuana as a force of 30.000.
Rumors circulated that a new caravan of 13,000 people was forming in El Salvador.
Unnamed US intelligence sources estimated 90% of the migrants were male and of
military age, from 18 to 35 years old. Socialist Fake News reports typically showed
women holding or sitting with children, or pushing baby strollers.
Alex Backman from Conciencia Radio accurately predicts strife in Playas De
Tijuana when the horde reaches Tijuana, about 3 weeks before it happened. Backman
also reports that Tijuana already has an illegal population of 6,000 Haitians.
Another count estimates the caravan number at 17,000, with only a tenth of them
actually applying for legal asylum.
Televisa reports that on October 26 migrants have set fire to an INM immigration
station in Pijijiapan, Chiapas. The fire was started deliberately in the men’s section of the
station. 21 men, 5 women and 3 children were staying there, waiting to be deported.
October 28, 2018 - Invaders break through the southern Mexican border. Reports
state shots were fired and rocks were thrown at Mexican federal police. Videos show
migrant terrorists throwing rocks at authorities and helicopters, while shouting antiMexican slurs and holding up Honduran flags. A terrorist warns an independent reporter
not to record video in a certain direction, because that was where the terrorists were busy
preparing Molotov cocktails. Two terrorists were arrested with weapons.
The estimated numbers are: 17,000 for the first caravan, 13,000 for the second
caravan in El Salvador, and a new third caravan in Guatemala numbering at 2 to 3,000.
Organizers are quoted as saying they want to increase the caravan to 100,000 strong.
At least two migrants have died so far from accidents. The true numbers have been
suppressed, as several migrants say they’ve seen others falling from exhaustion, from the
burden of walking several days in weather over ninety degrees F.
October 31, 2018 - Fake News focuses on the migrant caravan, while ignoring other
crisis issues in Mexico. Victims from the September 2017 earthquake in Mexico City are
still homeless and jobless. Hurricane Willa, plus the heavy rains and flooding that came

before and after, have affected 120,000 to 185,000 Mexicans in the states of Nayarit,
Michoacan, Oaxaca, Sinaloa and Sonora. No massive donation or fund drive or publicity
took place for those affected people. They are homeless, jobless, and struggling for food.
University graduates are unable to find jobs. Fake News doesn’t care about that, because
they’re too busy pushing the UN agenda, the same as when they pushed ‘peaceful’ Islam
on European countries.
Early November
From a video clip: Honduran trespassers have broken past Mexican border defenses.
They are throwing rocks and pulling down gates, while Mexican federal police stand by
and do very little to stop them. One terrorist says that because the caravan has lost
women and children already, they come in peace, but if Mexico refuses them entry, they
will resort to violence. He says this as masked terrorists are throwing rocks behind him.
A second video clip: Terrorists insult Mexican federal police by calling them
culeros, or assholes. Terrorists throw rocks at a Mexican military helicopter that flies in
low. We see a tremendous amount of trash wherever the invasion has passed through.
According to Secretary of Governance Navarette Prida, the invaders are NOT
violating any national laws.
Ironically enough, a few days later Prida reports that two armed Honduran men have
been arrested after attacking federal police. The incident occurred in Zaragoza, Hidalgo,
Chiapas, while the police were escorting the caravan for their safety, during Operation
Walker. Carlos N is 17, and Jerson N is 22. They are both Maras / MS-13 gang members,
as evidenced by their gang tattoos. They were armed with a Glock handgun and 9 clips of
ammunition. The only reason no police were hurt was because the gun jammed up on the
gang members.
Fake News begins calling critical Mexicans racists and zenophobes, simply for
protesting what they’ve seen and heard on independent news channels. They are not
reporting that migrants are coming into Mexico with tropical diseases such as Chagas,
Dengue Fever and also Tuberculosis. 7,000 migrants get stalled out in the state of
Oaxaca, while the second caravan of 13,000 Salvadorans is still on its way. The third
caravan is still forming in Guatemala.
Historically speaking, certain things occur when mass migrations take place. In past
ages, for example, bandits would hide by the roadside, waiting for merchant caravans or
pilgrims to ambush. People would be captured and held for ransom, or sold off as slaves.
That sort of ugliness took place in Mexico as the caravan marched along. The drug cartels
and criminal elements were already doing this before, but they were getting a boon this
time. Instead of having to deal with a dozen or so potential victims at a time, they now
had thousands to prey upon.
The Mexican government announced that it would allow peaceful entry to these
unlawful migrants, as long as the migrants registered their identities. Ever since the big
standoff at the Guatemalan and Mexican borders, we have seen that many migrants are
refusing to give their identities. Even before they reached northern Guatemala, hundreds
of young men were marching with their faces covered. Central American drug traffickers
will jump at the chance to put a backpack full of cocaine on a migrant’s back. The mules

will get free entry into Mexico, and possibly a free ride to Mexico City, where the largest
drug smuggling networks are located.
That’s not the worst of it. Human traffickers will lead their bands of half a dozen or
more people, taking advantage by hiding among the caravan, until they reach their
transfer points. At least four times, I heard of migrant ‘families’ splitting apart. In
Veracruz, a supposed mother abandoned her two young daughters in a shelter, and in
Oaxaca, a man left his wife and children, saying he would meet them at the US border.
This leads researchers like myself to speculate that these families are fictions. Why would
a husband leave his wife stranded in a foreign country? Why would a mother travel with
children that are not hers? The likelihood is that women and children are being trafficked
by pretending to be part of families, when they have not produced any documentation to
prove they are even related.
Kidnappers have a small industry in Chiapas, where they imprison migrants and
house them in isolated areas. The ransom to release these people usually ranges from two
to five thousand dollars per person. A raid by Mexican police might find ten to twenty
victims imprisoned in a single house. With thousands of people passing through their
turf, I estimate there might be a thousand or more unlucky immigrants in captivity right
now, thanks to this socialist caravan ploy. The reality of it is that migrant men are being
kidnapped or killed, and migrant women and children are disappearing. This is in
addition to the unfortunates that have died from exhaustion.
Here is a shocking statistic for you. At the Benito Juarez sports complex in Tijuana,
the administrators counted 190 refugee children, between the ages of 11 and 14, who had
come from Central America with no parents and unsupervised.
Baja California governor Enrique De La Vega is conspicuously staying out of the
limelight. Conservatives criticize him for not stepping up to address the problem, much
less do anything to stop the caravans. Critics of George Soros and Open Borders are now
being called anti-Semites. I must remind the reader that Soros is a wanted man in
Hungary, the country he was born in. Does that make Hungary anti-Semite?
This is how absurd the socialist accusations of anti-Semiticism have become. On
February 4, 2018, the Times Of Israel ran the headline ‘Netanyahu: George Soros Behind
Bid To Thwart Migrant Deportations.’ In the article, the Times accused Netanyahu of
taking part in the ‘anti-Semitic’ Hungarian campaign against Soros. Are you kidding me?
Netanyahu is the head of state of Israel, obviously a Jew, and a Jewish publication has the
gall to accuse him of being anti-Semitic?
Along with Soros, Cuba and Venezuela are also seen as likely culprits for funding
the caravans. Note that Mexico’s Secretary of the Interior has announced Venezuela’s
president Maduro will be attending the inauguration of Mexico’s president-elect Obrador
on December first.
The illegal migrants might not even qualify for asylum, but incoming president
Obrador wants them anyway. Obrador claims he needs the Hondurans for his ambitious
Train Maya project, because poor Hondurans are much better qualified for Mexico’s big
construction projects than poor Mexicans. Obrador also plans to give Hondurans ‘field
jobs.’ These people already had field jobs in Honduras, so why would they want to work
in the same jobs in another country? They were fed up with their field jobs, and that’s
why they left! Imagine how bad it would be if the Hondurans reached the US, with no job
skills, no education and no fluency in English.

Other current news included President Trump’s decision to sign an Executive Order
disallowing Anchor Babies, or US birth right to children of illegal immigrants. Strangely
enough, this problem also occurs in Mexico. Many pregnant Haitian women fly into the
country to have their babies on Mexican soil. The mothers return to Haiti, but when their
children grow up, the children claim Mexican citizenship and apply to have their families
move into Mexico. Trump also announced plans to send 10 to 15,000 troops to secure the
border.
In 2018, so far illegal immigration into the US had increased by 25%. 30 million
illegal immigrants live in the US, realistically, contrasting the number of 11 million
tossed out by Fake News reporters like Univision’s Jorge Ramos. The murder rate in
Mexico is 24 per 1,000 of its population. In Honduras, it is 60 per 1,000. Just by entering
Mexico, migrants are increasing their chances of getting murdered.
I haven’t researched this yet, but Conciencia Radio reports MS-13 gang members
smuggled nuclear weapons into Mexico in the 1990s.
November 1, 2018 - With the cold of winter approaching, refugee centers in Tijuana
are already full. Frontera reports that 14 centers in Mexicali can house 500 people. They
are already at capacity. The refugee centers in Tijuana can only hold 150 women and
children, and are also full. Open-air camps are planned for the coming influx of migrants.
A first wave of migrants, about 80 of them, has broken away from the main horde in
Mexico City. They traveled by train to arrive in Mexicali, Mexico, bordering Calexico in
the Unites States. This is the LGBT mob that later earned notoriety in Playas De Tijuana,
under the guidance of their leader, transgender pimp Pritaya Queen. We will read more
about him / her in the Offenders section of this article.
As Fake News continues to downplay the severity of the horde, 5,500 people are still
stuck in Oaxaca, after easily getting through Chiapas. Caravan leaders began demanding
public transportation to the US border, because their feet were sore and they were tired of
walking. 70% of the caravan planned to travel to Tijuana, numbering at around 4,900.
They include people from El Salvador Guatemala, Honduras and Nicaragua.
Mexico’s new Minister of the Interior, Olga Sanchez-Cordero, offers 1 million work
visas to the foreign invaders. She completely ignores over 100,000 displaced, homeless
and jobless Mexican people who suffered from Hurricane Willa. The foreigners will
receive social security numbers and legal status allowing them to remain in Mexico.
A full month before he is officially named president of Mexico, Obrador cancels the
huge, multi-million dollar construction project for a new airport in Texcoco, Mexico
City. Instead, the new airport will be placed inside the military base at Santa Lucia. Yes,
readers, you read right; the new airport will have civilians standing alongside soldiers,
and commercial airliners possibly alternating taking off with military jets from the
Mexican air force. What could go wrong with that scenario? To make sure nothing does
go wrong, Obrador promises to add two new runways, and problem solved! Further,
Obrador calms dissenters by announcing that several countries will soon begin investing
in Mexico, to make up for the huge contracts that were voided out at Texcoco. Those
countries later turn out to be Russia and China.
Water issues are a big concern in Mexico City. So far, bad plumbing has caused a
disruption of 5 days without running water. Mexico City, including the Valley of Mexico,
has 17 million people living in it. Mexico City is without water now, and the caravans in
Oaxaca and Veracruz are planning to go there next.

3,500 Salvadorans arrive at the southern Mexican border, along with a new bunch of
leaders and organizers. This second caravan arrived in buses. We still hear proposed
numbers of migrants at either 30,000 or 100,000.
In late October, President Trump and other US government sources hinted that bad
people were infiltrating the caravans. US intelligence is calling them SIAs, or Special
Interest Aliens. These are people to watch out for, including political radicals and people
with known criminal associations.
November 5, 2018 - Mexican authorities have become impotent in stemming the
flow of invaders at the southern border.
Judicial Watch, an organization that keeps tabs on political corruption, sends reps to
Honduras to document the formation of caravans. They discover a highly funded and
organized operation led by Non-Governmental Organizations (NGOs) such as Open
Borders, who are backed by George Soros. JW points out that women and children are
being put at the front of the caravans to elicit public sympathy and support.
Judicial Watch documents that criminals are embedded in the caravans. These
include known human traffickers and gang members. Their opinion is that Honduras is
deliberately sending their worst people into the caravans as a way to get them out of the
country. (On December 7th, I watched an interview with a Guatemalan migrant who was
then in Playas De Tijuana. He stated he was a wanted criminal already in his country and
in the US. Unable to apply for asylum normally, this 24 year-old man was waiting for his
opportunity to cross the border illegally.) The wife of a member of JW claims she
witnessed the first caravan being formed in a shopping mall, in San Pedro Sula,
Honduras, on October 12.
5,000 invaders arrive in Mexico City. They were transported on buses paid for by
the Mexican government. The second caravan of over 3,000 Salvadorans arrives in
Oaxaca, where the first caravan just departed from. The second caravan has already had
confrontations with Mexican authorities. The third caravan refuses to show identification
at Mexico’s southern border.
I have heard that at least two Mexican federal officers have been killed so far, and I
watched a video of a policeman being beaten in Chiapas. I don’t have further details on
this; I may add them in later if I have the time. US border agents in Laredo, Texas, are
busy reinforcing the border and cleaning up the Rio Bravo.
Fake News sticks to its script. It does not disclose that Mexico cannot easily or
smoothly absorb so many invaders. These caravans were planned for months or even
years in advance, as seen when similar caravans emerged during the Obama years. So far,
only Guatemala publicly states the caravans are not forming spontaneously. This country
also emphasizes the caravans are made up mostly of men in their twenties. Many of the
invading man have left their wives and children behind. Guatemala states it is doing all it
can to stop the flux of invaders and deporting them.
Some migrants say they are willing to stay in Veracruz, but later they go on their
way to Mexico City. Unverified reports from Tepito and Aztec City, in Mexico City,
claim that organized crime cartels plan to arm the caravan’s criminals with AR-15 rifles
and grenades. When they reach the US border, they will be heavily armed.
We have confirmations that along with Central American migrants, the caravans
also include people from Africa, Bangladesh, China, the Near East and the Far East. 11
Cubans have been detained. Mixed in with the rest are Islamic extremists. These non-

Latinos received their passports from Venezuela, allowing them to travel into Honduras.
On November 2, Daily Caller, Judicial Watch and Univision report that radical Muslims
joined the caravan in Guatemala.
FBI documents show links between George Soros and key US political figures, who
are facilitating migrant policy issues for Soros. Another FBI report gives details of a
radical Muslim cell in Las Vegas. They were constructing C4 explosive devices for use
against Mexican targets. Mexicans worry their country may soon become a target for
terrorists.
Unnamed sources within the government of Baja California say governor De La
Vega wants nothing to do with the caravans. He is hoping to leave office with a clean
exit. Honduran president Hernandez claims his people were misled into becoming part of
the caravans.
Early, small caravans arrive in Mexicali, on Mexico’s northern border. Right away,
the invaders begin complaining that the helpers in the refugee centers are mistreating
them. This intensifies as time goes on, with many invaders leaving Mexicali to travel to
Tijuana, where the biggest mobs will gather. One citizen report states that two Hondurans
kidnapped a mother and her 10 year-old son at gunpoint, forcing the mother to drive the
invaders to Tijuana. Thankfully, the mother and son were not harmed.
November 6, 2018 - Six large caravans are reported throughout Mexico. Mexico
City cannot or will not give an accurate number of invaders, estimating them at between
4,500 and 5,500. Oaxaca and Veracruz are not giving estimates anymore.
Despite the water crisis in Mexico City, residents report migrants using potable
water to bathe and wash their clothes, from emergency drinking reservoirs set out by the
city. This angers many residents who have been rationing water for weeks.
While Fake News fawns over women and children:
Five Syrian men with stolen passports are arrested in Honduras.
Several intelligence and news sources, including Judicial Watch, observer MS-13
gang members traveling with the caravans.
Guatemala manages to turn back 2,000 invaders. Authorities capture a ring of child
traffickers, rescuing 7 minors who were kidnapped and forced to travel with the caravans.
President Morales asked the US for help in identifying leaders and organizers.
In Mexico City, volunteers greet the horde with massive amounts of food, clothing
and bottled water, at refugee centers that include large sports stadiums. Obviously, this is
a well-funded and organized effort. Mexico’s National Institute of Migration (INM)
reports that organizers are giving migrants packs of money.
The liberal party in Honduras, including former president Selayas, is criticized for
encouraging people to leave the country. Former govt. deputy Bartolo Fuentes claims the
caravans began spontaneously, when we have seen previously that he was one of the
principal organizers.
Breitbart reports that 1,100 migrants are arrested in the US every day for crossing
the border illegally. The annual total is 400,000. 300,000 Anchor Babies are born every
year in the US, exceeding the number of births in the 48 continental states.
Human rights organizations continue to support the caravans despite their
criminality, violence and disrespect for Mexican citizens.
Venezuela’s former president Hugo Chavez would often rail about the evil,
imperialistic United States, yet he still sent his daughters to be educated here.

Socialism - the philosophy of failure, the creed of ignorance, the gospel of envy from a shirt worn by Alex Backman of Conciencia Radio
5,500 invaders were herded into a stadium in Mexico City, when the extended city
of 17 million people was having disruptions in water service. Mexico spent 160 million
pesos (roughly 800,000 dollars) on the failed water piping project. Apparently, a foreign
firm was contracted to design, build and install the system of pipes. Later, Mexico in its
grand wisdom decided it would butt in and have Mexican engineers finish putting it all
together. As a result, the project failed miserably. During this time, Milenio news decided
to downplay the water crisis. Instead, it covered public events taking place in other
countries, most notably China, North Korea and Russia.
Unable to handle such a massive arrival of invaders, Mexico City reported a sharp
rise in robberies and rapes.
After much negative criticism, George Soros tried to distance his involvement with
the caravans.
Oaxaca still refused to transport the invaders.
Citizens in Veracruz attempted to record the caravan as it migrated over public
roads. Invaders stopped their cars and forced Mexican citizens to turn over their phones.
Videos and pictures of the caravan were erased before the phones were returned. The
invaders would either force citizens to transport them in their vehicles, or they stole the
cars outright and drove themselves. Where was Fake News during this time, but covering
the poor, young mothers and their poor, young children?
A new caravan was forming in Brazil, which is pretty far from Central America.
This new horde planned to pick up steam, and more invaders, as it traveled through
Venezuela and Colombia.
November 8, 2018 - In Mexico City, 2,000 invaders break off from the main horde
and head north for the United Nations embassy at Colonia Polanco. They are demanding
asylum in Mexico, despite not meeting the required criteria.
Where is Mexico’s political leadership during this time of crisis? Outgoing president
Pena-Nieto is openly being called a coward and failure. Incoming Chief of Mexico
Claudia Sheinbaum announces that the constitution of Mexico will be respected.
Incoming Secretary of Governance Olga Sanchez-Cordero offers 1 million jobs to the
migrants.
Breitbart had the following headline on November 6: MS-13 Member Arrested With
Children Near Texas Border. The gang member was detained in a group of 12 migrants,
including 2 children. Two days prior, two other criminals were detained in the same area,
also attempting to cross the border.
Another Breitbart article reports three sex offenders were caught near the border in
one day. This happened in Yuma, Arizona. One criminal was convicted of having sex
with a minor in 2005. A second was convicted of misdemeanor rape in 2008.
The Daily Caller, on November 7, reported DHS officials informed the US senate of
threats to national security found within the caravan. Members of the caravan have
histories of violent crime, and are coming from non-Central American nations such as
Western Asia, Central Asia and North Africa.

Rock-throwing illegal migrants murdered Border Patrol agent Rogelio Martinez in
2017.
Obama deported over 300,000 criminals into Mexico, via Tijuana. Many of those
criminals are still walking Tijuana streets today.
The municipality of Ixtacalco, part of Mexico City, reports increased robberies and
rapes.
Mexican Fake News is still not reporting the caravan’s troublemakers. But they are
reporting things like this: Bishop Jose Torres urged his congregation in Ciudad Juarez to
tear down walls against migrants, in an article on Jew News.
Mid November
More caravans are forming to the south of Mexico. One caravan is stuck in Oaxaca,
where the state refused to provide them with transportation.
A mob of 2,000 is stuck in Veracruz, also waiting for transportation. A sports
facility / stadium there was overrun with migrants. The government provided food, water,
clothing and medical aid. A female professor from Veracruz was robbed at knifepoint.
Invaders are still taking people’s cell phones away and erasing caravan videos, forcing
drivers to give them rides, or pulling drivers out and stealing their cars.
Conciencia Radio reports that Russia will invest heavily in Mexico. Russia will take
over six large factories, including one right across from the US border, in Mexicali. They
will produce Mig jet fighters, tanks and armored vehicles. In return, Russia has promised
to give 10% of its production to Mexico.
Captain Clay Higgins of the US Border Patrol informs us that Fake News reports say
invaders are throwing small rocks at his agents. Higgins shows rocks the size of his fists,
the true size of the projectiles, and he gives us a look at how heavily barred border patrol
vehicles have been modified. He shows us the non-lethal weapons agents are equipped
with, such as paint-ball guns, and tells us that if large rocks are thrown, agents will
respond with lethal force.
Edgar Ramirez of Homeland Security states that under current international law,
migrants cannot choose what country will help them. The UN must choose for them. This
dispels the idea that Hondurans can walk north and demand entry into the US.
Incoming Immigration Director of Mexico, Guillen, may prioritize the human rights
of the migrants over ‘other’ concerns. These other concerns could be Mexican laws on
borders, and legal and illegal migration.
November 14, 2018 - Honduran young men throw rocks at Tijuana police and their
vehicles, in Playas De Tijuana. Video shows the Hondurans were the aggressors. Fake
News TeleSUR later blames Tijuana protesters.
The middle of November was a turning point for public sentiment in Mexico, when
it came to the migrant caravan. Before this time, a lot of Mexicans were critical of the
Honduran mob, but these people were largely silent in public because Fake News kept
downplaying the horde’s violence and referring to critics as being hateful, racists and
zenophobes. Buses filled with hundreds of invaders did not drive to a refugee center
where food, water and shelter were waiting for them. Instead they dumped their loads of
unwanted people out in the open, in Playas De Tijuana, an area of mostly wealthy
residents that can be compared to Coronado or La Jolla in San Diego.

Just a few days prior, the first wave of 80 LGBT invaders rented an expensive house
in Playas, led by the infamous Pritaya Queen, whom you will read more about in the
Offenders section. Residents who were already against the caravan were furious to have a
bunch of unruly queers at their doorsteps, where they and their children could see them.
Now, you can say that some Mexicans have been and still are homophobes, but in my
opinion, people are entitled to form their own thoughts and views, and not to have to
conform to the Political Correctness NPC group-think that is dividing many Western
countries today. (See the NPC Non-Player Character meme for more on liberal groupthink.) At any rate, the wealthy residents were irate to have queers in their neighborhood.
Many videos circulated showing Pritaya Queen arguing with conservative older women,
flaunting herself by shaking her head and waving her arms, and speaking to the women in
a condescending tone.
Tijuanans were already angry with the 80 members of the first wave, and now they
had hundreds more invaders dropped off at Playas. Tijuanans had already seen invaders
throwing away food, water and clothing donations, leaving massive amounts of trash
behind ever since they left Guatemala, demanding transportation, and stating it was their
human right and God’s will that they be welcomed into the United States. The situation
that night at Playas was a powder keg that was about to go off.
It did go off. Angry protesters from many areas of Tijuana went to Playas to voice
their dissent at the arrival of hundreds of migrants. This included the wealthy residents of
Playas, as well as hundreds of lower income workers such as truck drivers and whatnot.
Arguments got heated, with municipal police protecting the migrants and pushing away
the protesters. Hondurans were flippant and aggressive, as ever since their departure from
their country, no large group of opposition had ever stood against them. This attitude of
self-righteousness angered the Mexican crowd even more. Mexicans were challenging
Hondurans to go out on the beach for fistfights. A small group of MS-13 gang members
jumped several young men protesting, by attacking them from behind. The Maras then
threw up gang signs and called out their gang name. When the crowd reacted, police
stood against the Mexicans.
I tend to look at things from historical perspectives. When the Mulsim hordes
invaded Europe, and they still are doing this, we had Third World tribal savages coming
into First World domesticated societies, or wolves being introduced into herds of sheep.
For the most part, Europeans have been slowly becoming docile ever since Hellenic
Greece, the age of the philosophers, well over two thousand years ago. African and
Arabian countries are still made up of clans and tribes with warlords today. Compare that
to Hondurans illegally coming into Mexico. Only five hundred years ago, Aztecs were
cutting hearts out of sacrificial victims. Indigenous peoples were completely tribal then.
In Central America, we have seen bloody and recent civil wars, with dead bodies lying in
the street where children can see them, and gangs like the Maras that attack each other
with machetes. Only four countries, all Latin countries, account for 25% of the murders
in the entire world: Brazil, Colombia, Venezuela and Mexico. In this case, wolves are
being put into the same cage with other wolves. The face of Mexico, despite the claims
from Fake News, became a face of anger at being invaded, and not of intolerance and
racism as the liberal left would have us believe.
A Honduran tough thought it was a good idea to threaten Tijuana gang members. In
public, he said more Hondurans were coming in other caravans. What are 30 pendejos, or

idiots, going to do when 30,000 Hondurans arrive? After saying this, the tough also
thought it was a good idea to walk in the neighborhood of those he’d just insulted. He
was caught and beaten severely, and a video of his unconscious form was posted onto
social media. That is the sort of hornet’s nest that was stirred up, encompassing all of
Tijuana society from the upper class in Playas to the lower class in Zona Norte. Seventy
to eighty percent of Tijuanans turned against the caravan.
Caravan leader Irineo Mujica of Towns (or Peoples) Without Borders, said migrants
weren’t bringing any problems into Tijuana. All the problems and violence were coming
from the drug cartels. He said nothing about the wake of crime and violence that has
followed the caravans ever since they entered Mexico.
In a very biased, anti-left video interview, Venezuelan journalist Gustavo Azucar
Alcala made several noteworthy comments. Nobody doubted that Venezuela funded the
first caravan. US Vice President Pence had documents to prove the financial support. Part
of the reason the caravans were formed was to draw attention away from the exodus of
millions of Venezuelans out of their country, and to deflect international attention away
from president Maduro. Venezuela has no money for health care or education, or other
social issues, but it does have money for propaganda against the US, including sending
money to Cuba and purchasing weapons from Russia.
Maduro is tied in with drug cartels. A large amount of Colombia’s drugs enter
Venezuela through the rebel groups ELN and FARC. They are flown or shipped into
Honduras, before they are moved through Mexico.
Alcala tells us thousands of children die in Venezuela due to poor health care. Over
6,000 doctors have left the country due to low wages. 6 to 8,000 Venezuelan refugees
enter Colombia every day.
In Tabasco, Mexico, a woman with mental concerns is dragged by migrants onto a
hill and sexually assaulted. In Zapotecas, women who had come to donate food had the
migrants throw the food at them.
After the debacle at Playas De Tijuana, the Honduran horde is rounded up onto
buses and taken to the Benito Juarez sports complex in Zona Norte, Tijuana.
Late November
November 20, 2018 - In Tijuana, a member of the Catholic clergy speaks to the
horde over how some of them might end up in Canada. He encourages the single men to
think about creating new families there, inferring that they will marry Canadian women.
Caravan members are shown holding up a Canadian flag. I wonder where they got it?
A list of names and ages of caravan members show them all to be of military age,
with most of them in their twenties.
Caravan leader Netty tells reporters he feels cheated after having arrived in Tijuana.
At the start, he was told that when they arrived at the US border, officials from several
countries would be there to meet with them. The countries include Canada, France, Spain
and the US. The countries would offer citizenship and employment. Netty fears for his
life after, admittedly having deceived the people who trusted and followed him. He
refused to reveal who first gave him these ideas of easy citizenship and jobs, calling it a
rumor.

Human rights activist Father Alejandro Solalinde accuses Pueblos Sin Fronteras of
human trafficking. He accuses caravan leaders of deliberately providing a front for the
smuggling of undocumented migrants, and of placing women and children at the front of
their marches for increased media exposure. He states that he personally helped to
register people from the third caravan, and that he disarmed many of them when he found
out they were carrying firearms. Solalinde helped move 23 busloads into Mexico City. In
a later interview, he stated he filled up ‘two bags’ with firearms.
Pueblos Sin Fronteras refused to allow Solalinde to finish processing the migrants.
PSF told migrants to avoid or boycott Solalinde. The Father could not figure out who was
financing the migration movement.
DEA officials arrest the brother of Honduran President Juan Orlando Hernandez in
Miami, Florida, on charges of drug trafficking, weapons smuggling and organized crime.
Juan Antonio Hernandez was wanted or implicated in 2016. The Honduran government
never investigated the charges. This may explain how corrupt president Hernandez did
very little to stop the caravans from initially leaving his country.
Fake News TeleSUR gives us the headline: March Threatened. It shows protests at
the Benito Juarez sports complex in Zona Norte, Tijuana, calling protesters racists and
zenophobes. The misleading reporter claims that a small number of agents provocatuers
are among the crowd, fomenting violence, when it is really the angry people of Tijuana.
The reporter says these same protesters were at Playas, which is true, and that they are
against Tijuana police, which is not true. Further, the reporter tells us that it was people
from Tijuana who threw rocks at police vehicles, when it was really the invaders.
The reporter goes on to state that dual citizens and Trump supporters are among the
crowd inciting trouble, that Tijuanans are throwing rocks at police, and that protesters are
hiding their faces (only one person had their face masked during that part of the video).
At least three times in a four minute clip, the reporter called Mexicans zenophobes and
racists.
This protest took place on Sunday, the 18th, I believe, when the protesters marched
from the Cuahtemoc roundabout in Plaza Rio, and a few miles northeast into Zona Norte.
I followed this march live on two different independent news channels, including
Conciencia Radio. Fake News, by the way, claimed the protest included anywhere from
25 to 200 members. In truth, the numbers were more like 1,500 or 2,000. Now I cannot
say I watched every second of the march, as I was going back and forth between the two
and both had technical difficulties at times, but I can say what I did and did not observe.
It is true that Tijuanans were angry, and they did push against police barriers and shout at
the police. This was because the people were angry at having their concerns and
complaints ignored, and not because they were fomenting violence. I did not see any
rocks thrown, and I saw several protesters trying to keep the peace among themselves. I
saw ONE Trump supporter. That was Paloma For Trump, who wore a red charro hat and
a red dress, from the Youtube channel True Conservative Minutes. I observed a handful
of people with their faces covered, and maybe these men were trying to start up violence.
However, the protesters were quick to isolate them and push them away from the bulk of
the crowd. TeleSUR’s false reports on this and other events are as fake as the Fake News
we get from CNN.
A Tijuana poll result indicated 70% of locals were against the invasion.

A police spokesman stated that the refugee camp at Juarez sports complex may get
out of control quickly. Over 4,000 invaders were located there at the time. All he asks is
that the invaders respect the rules given to them.
Police responded to a call that migrants were smoking marijuana at the sports
complex, behind a children’s play area. Police arrived and gave chase to four young men.
Two were arrested. The crowd came in to defend the other two, who escaped. One cop
was hurt after being hit on the head with a rock. The young men later claim they were
innocent, and that the police roughed them up for no reason. Somebody else was smoking
marijuana, they said, right where they were standing. Police said they witnessed the men
smoking before they gave chase.
On the 25th of November, migrants planned a march to show their appreciation of
what Tijuana and Mexico had done to help them. Secretary of Governance Prida assured
the public this march would be peaceful. Children were shown painting banners and signs
to that effect. However, the march very quickly turned into a mass stampede of humans
trying to breach the US border. Fake News minimized the number of trespassers at 500,
saying they only tried to run across the border at one place. In truth, I was watching the
march on several independent news channels, as well as on live feeds by the major news
stations. Most honest estimates give the true number of stampeding invaders at over 2000
attacking four different sections of the border fence, including at the border crossing,
across the Rio Tijuana, on the train tracks east of the border and elsewhere. After being
attacked by rocks and bottles, US Border Patrol responded by firing rubber bullets and
tear gas into Mexico.
Later, Prida announced that Mexican federal authorities will ensure protesters will
stay near refugee centers, as they have been roaming the streets in Zona Norte ever since
they arrived. Several crowd agitators were targeted for arrest. The National Migration
Institute (INM) will immediately deport any persons trying to cross the US border
illegally, or breaking Mexico’s laws.
Mexican police were largely unarmed during the march and stampede, to prevent the
shooting or killing of a migrant, as it would have set off a wail of protests from across the
liberal world. Liberal socialists will maintain that there is no such thing as an illegal
migrant, and that the migrants were doing nothing wrong by storming the US border in
such mass numbers that the border was shut down for some five hours.
November 26, 2018 - A Mexican political analyst speculates that the CIA may have
infiltrated the migrant caravan. He gives various angles for this, including that this is part
of a Marshal Plan from Trump, a plan the CIA wants to disrupt, and also that the CIA has
uncovered the identities of many invaders who may have criminal backgrounds.
“Our feet are sore. We have no strength left.” - migrant
Fake News Tele-SUR makes more blatantly false claims. This time, they say the
huge mess at the border started off as a peaceful march, where the invaders were simply
showing their appreciation for the way Tijuana embraced them. In frustration for the slow
speed asylum cases were moving in, these innocent people tried to rush across the border,
where strong-armed US defenses used rubber bullets and tear gas on them. Notice there is
no mention of how the caravan leaders agitated the stampede. Also not mentioned is the
fact that caravan leaders deliberately put women and children at the front of the invasion.

Fake News was quick to capitalize, however, on a picture of a woman pulling her two
twin daughters, both barefoot and in diapers, when the woman was attacked by tear gas.
Also conveniently missing is the fact that only 10% of the invaders have actually applied
for asylum.
The INM announced it would deport as many as 500 lawbreakers.
“All we want is an opportunity.” - An invader claims.
Three separate times, the invaders state they do not want to be here (in Tijuana).
This sounds to be the new ‘coached’ line to say to news media, as everyone is repeating
it. Really? They traveled the entire length of Mexico to a place they don’t want to be in?
The TeleSUR reporter compares the Juarez sports complex to a concentration camp.
I’ve heard three people so far make that same statement. Do these people even know
what a concentration camp is? Have they ever been to a homeless shelter? Of course, it’s
all socialist propaganda.
Baja governor Enrique De La Vega makes a plea to then president Pena Nieto, for
the caravan to comply with Mexican law. Vega has been largely out of sight and impotent
during the entire crisis.
At the sports complex, a municipal police commander tells invaders not to put their
women and children at the front of their movement, while a caravan leader stands at his
side and denies this is happening.
US Border Patrol confirms that women and children were being used as human
shields. Border Patrol Chief Rodney Scott states on CNN Fake News that border agents
did not use tear gas and rubber bullets until after projectiles struck them. The attackers
were throwing projectiles while standing behind the human shields. 69 invaders were
arrested at the US border. Border Agent Hector Garcia also states agents and vehicles
were attacked with rocks first. Meanwhile, Fake News claims the invaders are not
invading, and they’re not doing anything wrong.
In another report, the US Border Patrol arrested 42 lawbreakers. Mexican federal
police arrested 39.
President Trump threatens to shut the border permanently.
During the last week of November, migrants at the Juarez sports complex begin a
hunger strike. This is a last ditch effort after the stampede was repelled at the US border.
The number of migrants at the complex is estimated at over 6,000.
Reporter Luke Rudowsky of We Are Change reports on the dismal conditions at and
near the Juarez sports complex in Zona Norte, Tijuana. People are reported as coughing
and vomiting, spitting and urinating on public streets. Fake News reports no criminals are
found in the caravan. Rudowsky reports that migrants assaulted an aid worker just a few
days before.
Mexico has offered housing, employment and health care to the migrants. Only
1,700 of them have officially taken asylum in Mexico. Many migrants may not know
what asylum means?
Several compilations of video clips are circulating now on social media. They show
illegal ingrates complaining about not having free buses provided for their march,
complaining about having to eat beans and tortillas, and about refugee centers who want
the migrants to clean up after themselves and sweep their trash. How rude! Also shown

are the incredible amounts of food, water, clothing and trash migrants are leaving behind.
Footage from places such as Jesus Martinez ‘Palillo’ stadium are shown, in Mexico City,
including how several trash trucks were brought in to collect refuse.
December
December 1, 2018 - Caravan leader Irineo Mujica scolds Mexican federal police.
The police are preventing Mujica from taking 15 women to a public place near the US
border at Chaparral. These women are part of the ongoing hunger strike. Mujica wanted
them to be visible for Fake News media to report on them. Instead, the women are told to
set up under a bridge, on a public thoroughfare. Mujica continually misdirects the
conversation by demanding to know how many deaths occur in Tijuana due to drug cartel
violence.
December 2, 2018 - In a video release, Tijuana mayor Gastelum announces migrants
are being moved from Juarez sports complex and into a larger center. This is the concert
and entertainment venue El Barretal, located east of the border in Matamoros Colony.
Gastelum also presents a flyer being circulated by caravan leaders. The flyer shows
people breaking through a barbed wire fence. It reads:
We must march to the border on Saturday, the first of December. On the day of the
inauguration of new Mexican president Manuel Lopez Obrador. - 11 AM from the Benito
Juarez sports complex - Open the border or we will shut it down! - Our last action has
placed us closer to victory - Mexicans and Americans fight alongside us
Gastelum states he has asked federal police to do everything they can to prevent
another disruption at the US border.
News media gives us a look at the Juarez sports complex, after over 6,000 invaders
have been transported out to the new refugee center in Matamoros. We see industrial
amounts of garbage left behind, including mountains of clothing, trash and large stacks of
small mattresses.
December 3, 2018 - Video documents Mexican federal police stopping a caravan of
150 people in southern Mexico. After heated debate, the invaders are placed onto buses.
An official states they will not be allowed to enter Mexico improperly, unregulated or
illegally. From the video, it is stated that these migrants will be deported.
December 4. 2018 - A video alleges that Mexican cartels are searching for a caravan
leader, after the leader has apparently insulted the cartels. A cash reward is suggested. I
cannot verify this information any further.
December 4, 2018 - A short video shows a meeting of illegal migrants. They debate
whether or not they will continue with the caravan or not. A leader states they are doing it
for the children, who cannot speak for themselves. The refugee center in Juarez complex
is compared to a concentration camp, yet again.
December 5, 2018 - Focusing on the UN’s Global Pact For Migration, from a
conservative viewpoint. Under this Pact, the UN will choose how many people will be
migrated or how many goods will be moved. National laws must take second place to UN
mandates. In addition to mass migrations, the UN may choose to suggest other purposes
to host nations. Universities will be used to push UN agenda when it comes to refugee
issues. Host nations will incur the costs of financing migrations.

The UN will promote good relations for peaceful coexistence. These are social
projects to minimize invasions and their impacts, including censorship. Not only will host
nations have to labor the costs of force migration, but money and resources will be given
to nations of origin. Resettlement projects will last several years. The UN will dictate
host nations and migrant numbers.
December 5, 2018 - During the transportation of migrants from Juarez sports
complex to Matamoros, apparently 3,000 invaders have gone missing. We see an image
of the American flag hung upside down at Juarez complex. From the complex, we have
the official count of invaders: 3,877 men, 1,127 women 542 boys and 516 girls, for a total
of 6,062. These are the numbers for INSIDE the sports complex, and not for the migrants
who were camped outside on the streets.
Only 2,122 people made it to the new refugee center, with approximately 744 left on
the streets surrounding the complex. Halfway houses and churches took in another 144.
An estimated 600 invaders were returned to their countries, including 178 deported
and 409 that asked to be retuned, according to the secretary general of Baja California.
Mexican officials are downplaying how many migrants have disappeared, calling it
a clerical error.
The invaders have complained that the new refugee center is too far from the border,
again hinting that they are not in Tijuana to officially apply for asylum, but to enter the
US illegally.
Sergio Tamai, director of Angels Without Borders, states that Tijuana officials
deliberately inflated the numbers so they could ask for greater federal funds. According
to Tamai, the city requested a hundred million pesos to deal with the crisis. Tijuana
mayor Juan Gastelum has stated it is costing his city 550,000 pesos per day to maintain
the migrants at Juarez complex.
Defenders And Offenders
Unfortunately, there are not enough defenders to eclipse the growing infamy of
offenders. Following are the strongest supporters of Mexico’s rights as a sovereign
nation, as well as a list of con men and women, in addition to a couple of idiots who
should have done better by keeping their mouths shut.
Defender: Tijuana Mayor Juan Gastelum - This man came onto the scene with
some hesitation, I would say. After the debacle at Playas, where I believe Gastelum has a
residence, many of Tijuana’s wealthy citizens complained vociferously enough for the
mayor to actually do his job. Once Gastelum was in the race, he made good, sound
decisions in support of the people of Tijuana, in sharp contrast to the feeble all talk, no
action stance of Baja Governor De La Vega. (Vega is now being investigated for
corruption, after President Obrador’s inauguration.)
Gastelum moved the invasion horde from Playas to Zona Norte. When things went
out of control after the human stampede in late November, it was Gastelum who opened
up the entertainment complex in Matamoros. By moving the horde there, he is in effect
dismantling the caravans and keeping them away from the border, and out of Fake News
spotlight range. I believe Gastelum further castrated the caravan by telling municipal
police to keep Mujica and his 15 women on hunger strike away from the Chaparral

border crossing, and putting them under a bridge, on the street, where their presence has
dramatically reduced impact. Also, Gastelum has ordered for the criminal remnant of the
caravan still occupying the public streets around Juarez complex to be moved, by force if
necessary, on the morning of Dec. 10. For over two weeks now, those roads have been
closed to traffic, and the local elementary school has been closed.
“Human rights for right humans.” - Gastelum
The Tijuana mayor received tremendous liberal backlash for suggesting the unruly,
illegal mob behave itself if it wanted the respect of the people of Tijuana. He further
inflamed the left by wearing a red cap with the slogan ‘Make Tijuana Great Again.’ The
cap was modeled after Trump’s MAGA hats, and was given to Gastelum by a little girl.
Defender Honorable Mention: Alex Backman of Conciencia Radio has been a
strong voice against illegal migration since the start. I’ve seen him rally the crowd at
several locations, including Cuahtemoc Roundabout in Plaza Rio and later at Juarez
complex in Zona Norte.
Defender Honorable Mention: Paloma For Trump, from True Conservative
Minutes YT channel, has also been outspoken in her criticism of the Honduran invasion.
She is a dual citizen who frequently broadcasts reports from Tijuana, sometimes
becoming the story herself. She has been harassed by socialist reporters and by migrants.
Defender Honorable Mention: There are several YT channels out there that have
been covering the invasion ever since the first Hondurans set foot in Mexico. Among the
most informative are Francisco Lopez and Efecto Noticia. I have to give credit to Vicente
Serrano of Sin Censura news. He is a pro-Obrador socialist, but to his credit he has
traveled from Chicago to Tijuana to assess the situation for himself. Also notable was
Luke Rudowsky of We Are Change, who also went to Juarez complex, and who I have
been following since the Occupy Movement.
Defender Honorable Mention: Guatemala allowed the first three caravans to seep
through its territory. After that, President Morales is doing little, but he at least he is
doing something by turning back invaders and asking the US to help him identify
troublemakers.
Unknown Quantity: New President of Mexico Manuel Obrador. While Obrador
vows to help the Mexican people out of poverty and into productiveness, he is also ready
to sign the UN Pact for Migration, which will likely flood Mexico with even more
unwanted caravans. Obrador talks a good game, including saying he will buck the
institutionalized form of government that has kept Mexico suffering for the last 30 years.
Those are big words, similar in rhetoric to what we heard from former socialist US
president Obama.
Offender: Irineo Mujica is listed on Wikipedia as director of Pueblos Sin
Fronteras. He is a dual US-Mexico citizen, born in Mexico and raised in Phoenix,

Arizona. Mujica is a long-time political activist. Glenn Beck has traced Pueblos Sin
Fronteras to CARA Family Detention Pro Bono Project. CARA encompasses two legal
groups: Catholic Legal Immigration Network and American Immigration Council. Both
groups are funded by George Soros. (From articles by Az Central and Joe For America.)
https://www.azcentral.com/story/news/politics/immigration/2018/11/09/irineomujica-u-s-citizen-who-helps-coordinate-migrant-caravans/1910712002/
https://joeforamerica.com/2018/04/whos-really-behind-the-illegal-immigrants-themigrant-caravan-and-pueblo-sin-fronteras/
Mujica has been adamant in demanding excessive benefits for the caravans, and
recently scolded Tijuana municipal police for preventing him from putting 15 women on
hunger strike in a location chosen for good media coverage. He also angered Tijuana
residents when he stated that the drug cartels were causing the city’s crime and violence,
and not criminals and gang members within the caravans, and that Tijuana is a place no
one wants to come to. Uniradio Informa reports that Mujica was detained in Suchiate,
Hidalgo, Chiapas on October 19, 2018, for resisting arrest and vandalism. He opposed (or
attacked) migratory officials, federal and municipal police while trying to mobilize the
caravan. In early December, Mujica tried to distance himself from the criminals in the
caravan, saying he is not responsible for their actions. At the same time, he is constantly
looking for ways to sensationalize the plight of the caravan, to draw attention away from
their crimes, and to antagonize authorities.
Offender: Pitaya Queen, also known as Ana K from Chihuahua, has a real name of
Roberto Jakay Flotte Jr. He is a transgender from Presidio, Texas, with US citizenship.
This person has a PhD doctorate in Anthropology, Native American Program, from
Harvard University. Pitaya is accused of being a drug addict and pimp, and of trafficking
humans across the US border for prostitution.
In May of 2018, Pitaya took 35 gays into the Caritas shelter in Tijuana. The shelter
mysteriously caught fire during the time he was there. Pitaya tweeted that the fire was
caused by transphobes. He asked his fans to contact US border authorities, passing on the
message that he and the other gays should be taken into the US right away because their
lives were at risk. His tweets are written in very good English, drawing sympathy from
his followers, when his intentions all along are to traffic gays for prostitution. One of his
wards was named Roxanne, a gay who later died of HIV due to lack of treatment.
While at a drug rehabilitation center in Tijuana, he was caught using drugs and
making attempts to smuggle gays across the border.
Pitaya and a group of 80 LGBT entered Mexico as part of the first caravan. When
the caravan lost some of its steam in Mexico City, he and his gays broke away and
traveled by train to Mexicali, Baja California, where all 80 of them stayed in hotel rooms.
The group arrived in Tijuana in November 11, staying at a luxury house in Playas that
reportedly cost ten thousand pesos ($500 dollars) to rent, but I couldn’t verify if that was
a weekly or monthly rate. While in Playas, Pitaya and his boyfriend Cesar Mejia were
recorded arguing with affluent residents, mostly women, who did not want queers in their
neighborhood. This was a very controversial moment in the caravan’s march. While in

Tijuana, Pitaya was spotted buying coffee at Starbucks and ordering large amounts of
beer at night clubs, which did not jive with his claims of poverty and oppression for his
gay entourage.
Due to the negative publicity, Pitaya took 47 gays and traveled to Nogales, Sonora,
again renting expensive hotel rooms. (Municipal president Irastorza gives a number of 60
in Pitaya’s group.) This defender of human and gay rights refuses to be interviewed by an
independent journalist who tracks him down. His group, from Honduras and Nicaragua,
harasses the journalist out on the street.
Pitaya is accused of using minors for prostitution. The minors were aged 14 and 15,
from Guatemala and El Salvador. The minors had sexually transmitted diseases from
having slept with the transgenders. The minors were deceived into believing they would
have no problem getting into Miami, Florida, where they would begin better lives.
Offender: Lady Frijoles earned national infamy in Mexico, when she uttered the
following words to a reporter from DW News:
“The food they give us here... Fatal... Only refried beans as if they were feeding
pigs.” - Miriam Selaya
Miriam Selaya (also Mirian Yamileth) spoke those fateful words during an
interview, when she was staying in the Juarez sports complex. The video clip went viral
throughout Mexico, with dozens, if not hundreds of reaction videos, parodies, memes and
even music making her the laughingstock of an entire country. DW News caught up with
her a second time, where Miriam gave a tearful apology.
However, when Miriam mentioned she was on social media and What’s App,
amateur sleuths went searching and found her publicly posted pictures. This set off a new
round of indignation from Mexicans, as Miriam’s account showed did not show a humble
woman in poverty. Instead, Miriam was seen posing in tight, revealing and sexy clothing,
with her nails painted, wearing jewelry, high heels and sporting a Louis Vitton handbag.
Miriam’s house looks nice, and she’s also posed behind the wheel of a late model car.
When Miriam started getting harassed and bullied online, she was moved to another
shelter. Later, she began getting death threats from angry critics. For a time, it was feared
she might have been kidnapped. Miriam turned up in Texas, where apparently she was
given expedited asylum thanks to the harassment. This woman and her dumb comments
have made her the caravan’s metaphorical dartboard or mascot.
Offender: Ivan Rieveling, also known as Comandante Cobra and the Mexican
Rambo. This personality started popping up in my feed right around the time of the
Tijuana protest on November 18. Rieveling, who is a big, strapping and bald man in his
forties, wearing military fatigues, walked up to Conciencia Radio’s Alex Backman to
give his viewpoint on the migrant caravan. People started going up to him to pose for
pictures. After doing some research into this character, I have found that he is a very
shady character with a notorious criminal background.
This rat’s full name is Ivan Mariano Martin Del Campo Rieveling. According to the
DEA, he has been arrested and / or deported six different times in California, for crimes
ranging from possession of marijuana to carrying a concealed, stolen weapon, to giving

false statements to a 2008 arrest for assault, robbery and rape. He has also been arrested
in the US for making threats.
The criminal behavior continues in Mexico. Rieveling claims to be National
Coordinator for the Diplomatic Corps of International Human Rights. This organization
only exists in this man’s head. The newspaper Zeta had to state he never worked for
them, the UN said he has no affiliation with them, and even the Knights Templar have
kicked him out. Rieveling has threatened Tijuana reporters for revealing his past crimes
in California, and recently he threatened former president Pena Nieto and Tijuana mayor
Gastelum. Dozens of Mexican reporters, editors and cameraman have denounced him
publicly.
As if that wasn’t enough, the rumor is that he runs a personal security business
where he sells weapons to criminals or shady people, and he openly claims to have many
friends in the drug cartels. This guy isn’t just a rat, but a super rat.
Offenders Dishonorable Mention: Many. Yes, there are many who deserve to be
placed into this caravan’s Hall Of Shame.
We have one caravan leader who usually wore a red hat and silver aviator sunglasses
to hide his identity. He went by the name Netty a few times. He was the person telling
members of the caravan to place women and children up front during the march, and later
during the stampede toward the US border that took place in late November.
Dozens of Hondurans and other Central Americans get the Big Loser Award as well.
These exigent people were making demands on Mexicans for junk food such as pizzas
and hamburgers, new and not used clothing, transportation to the US border and a cushy
place to lounge while they wait for their asylum petitions to process. These were the
people smoking weed at Playas, the Juarez sports complex and later the Barretal concert
complex. They refused food from aid workers, even throwing the food at the workers,
and left a trail of trash everywhere they went. I’m not even counting the criminals that
were leeching off the caravan here.
Sonia Diaz, also known as Cristina Estrada Torres, was the woman arrested when
Tijuana officials tried to move members of the caravan from Juarez complex to Barretal.
It took three female police officers to transport this aggressive woman into a police
vehicle, and even then Diaz managed to bite an officer’s forearm. Before this incident, I
had already seen this woman sniping at independent reporters whenever they tried to
record her face. Diaz was accused of being a human trafficker, or coyote, but this hasn’t
been verified. In video taken by a concerned citizen, I observed Diaz standing in a huddle
of young men, late at night near Juarez complex. It looked like a football huddle almost,
or a plot. Diaz is not part of any social organization or church group, so what is she doing
in Tijuana, other than stirring the pot against reporters and police officials?
Father Alejandro Solalinde continues to extol the many positive virtues of the horde,
despite having taken two bags of firearms away from them and knowing their faults.
They are desperate, poor, hungry people, he claims, yet he barely denounced the Maras
gang members and other criminals within the movement. Recently, Solalinde has arrived
in Tijuana, at Juarez complex, where police officials are expected to move the most
stubborn invaders out of the public street and into the Barretal shelter at Matamoros.
Sergio Tamei of Angels Without Borders arrived late on the scene in December. He
irked me when he suggested that Mayor Gastelum inflated the number of migrants

staying in Juarez complex, so Gastelum could ask for greater amounts of funds from
federal resources. I’ve been following the caravan’s numbers ever since they stormed
past the Guatemalan border, and then this jerk steps in and tells news reporters the
numbers are wrong? Sure, the numbers could be rigged, but that would mean the workers
are Juarez complex have been lying for the last half of November. According to their
statistics, the number of people in Juarez complex went from 4,000 to a grand total of
6,062 during that time, with aerial drone shots showing how crowded the complex was.
About the only thing Tamei said that I agreed with, is that he denounced the way caravan
leaders were putting women and children up front of their march and stampede.
Conclusion
I am writing this on the morning of Monday, December 10, 2018. The story
continues to develop. On Friday, Tijuana authorities gave the remnants of the caravan,
staunchly refusing to leave the public streets of Zona Norte, 72 hours to go to the Barretal
center in Matamoros. Over the weekend, invaders in Barretal have been trickling back to
Juarez complex, claiming they were mistreated or they didn’t like the curfews or whatnot.
So, these people would rather shit and piss in the street than go to a refugee center with
utilities, food, water, toilets and surrounding walls to protect them from angry locals. The
elementary school in Zona Norte has been closed for over two weeks, the streets and
complex are still full of trash and the stubborn stragglers have already been attacked three
times, including having eggs and bottles of urine thrown at them. Father Solalinde has
arrived to help, but he wants to help the illegal invaders more than the residents of
Tijuana.
There is a humanitarian crisis in the Central American nations; I won’t argue against
that, as I’ve been following their news channels for months now. In Nicaragua, for
example, president Ortega has sent police and right wing mobs into villages to assassinate
those critical of his policies, and masked men have even entered churches to attack clergy
and reporters. I agree that something has to be done, but I don’t think sending millions of
dollars of US taxpayer money into Central America is the solution. Unlike the United
Nations, I believe the problem should be dealt with at the country of origin, and not at the
country where the invaders end up.
This movement started as a way for leftists to get back at President Trump. Trump is
not blameless, as he and other republican warhawks kept hinting at military intervention
in Venezuela for months. Venezuela’s Maduro decided to get the ball rolling through his
connections in Honduras, and Honduras is so corrupt that president Hernandez’ brother
was just arrested for drug and weapons smuggling. The caravans are formed and move
into Chiapas, Mexico, where corrupt interim governor Velasquez is accused of stealing
hundreds of thousands of pesos from the people, while not paying doctors or teachers,
and not doing a thing to stop genocides taking place in rural towns. Do you see how
everything about the caravan movement is corrupted?
George Soros and his NGOs saw a chance to co-opt the movement, and they jumped
on it. Fake News presents the public with the ‘good side’ of a foreign invasion. Critics are
denounced as racists and zenophobes. United Nations’ puppets wave their flags of multiculturalism and diversity, as they always do. An estimated 120 to 190 countries are
expected to sign the UN Global Compact for Migration.

There is no real conclusion to this story. It is ongoing, and will continue to be
ongoing, until people realize who is behind it and they stop supporting the bad guys.
Look at all these socialists rallying to dismantle national sovereignty and turn over the
controls of power to the United Nations. Open borders for the world, because flooding
Mexico and the US with foreigners is more important than Mexico taking care of five
states who suffered through severe rains and flooding after Category 5 Hurricane Willa in
late October.
The UN, the IMF and the WHO are the New World Order. Human lives don’t matter
in this equation unless they move the socialist agenda forward. It also doesn’t matter if
drug and human traffickers, gang members and terrorists infiltrate and abuse the hordes.
Threats to US national security like multi-millionaire George Soros flip through their
stacks of cash will complete impunity for their actions, and national leaders become
puppets for the United Nations at the cost of their people’s welfare.
All of the caravan leaders should be tried for human rights abuses, because they
deceived the poor people of Central America into believing in a fantasy of the US
greeting them with open arms. Great, Rich America is expected to give these young
Latino men, and comparatively far fewer women and children, citizenship, employment,
benefits and spouses. The disappointment has set into the minds of many of these people
already, but Mexico’s president Obrador is set to sign the UN Pact today or tomorrow,
guaranteeing that we will see more caravans heading not only to the US, but to other First
World countries as well. The socialist idea of stealing from the rich to give to the poor
might sound great as a Robin Hood fairy tale, but in real practice, it is going to destroy
world stability and make it that much easier for the UN / New World Order takeover.
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Policia De Tijuana Diciendole Sus Verdades A Los De La Caravan - Viral En Redes
Por la Caravana de migrantes, AMLO hace peligrar el TLC y la seguridad en
México - Francisco Lopez
Representante Caravana HUM1,lla A Tijuana - Francisco Lopez
Reprime Policia Mexicana A Caravana Migrante En Tijuana - TeleSUR
Se Filtra Video De Albergue En TJ, Caravan Migrante Quiere Esposas - El
NoticiOso
Solalinde: Caravan Es Trafico De Personas Usaron A Mexicanos - Beto Alfa Today
24H
The Funding Behind The Midterm Migrant Caravan - The Red Elephant
The Situation Will Only Get Worse - We Are Change
The UN Is Trying To Ruin The World - James Munder
Todos Los Videos De Los Hondurenos Malagradecidos - Jajaja Buen Chiste
Trump Dice No A Las Hordas Hondurenas Y Amenaza Con Usar El US Army Consciencia Radio
Trump Ofrece A México USD $20 Millones Por Caravana Migrante - Francisco
Lopez
Update: OTM Invasion Of Mexico - Thousands More Coming - Consciencia Radio
Urgente! Lo Que Debes Saber De La Caravana, Es La Invasion Ilegal - Consciencia
Radio
Ya Llegaron Los Primeros Ilegales De Honduras A Mexicali, Vienen Miles Consciencia Radio
Full Notes
México Advierte A Caravana Centroamericana: Sin Visa No Podrá Ingresar Al País
- Francisco Lopez
Run time: 10 minutes.
Notes: I am establishing a timeline for the emergence of the Honduran Invasion.
An article from Milenio dated from October 14 states that Mexico will not allow any
migrants into its country without visas. At this point, the illegal immigrants numbered at
two thousand. In the article, the governmental entity Governance of Foreign Relations
states that visas must be obtained at consulates and not at the border.
Another Milenio article from March 21, 2018 notes that 350,000 Columbians live in
Mexico City, up from an average of 90,000. Chief of Government Miguel Mancera states
the need for biometric controls to confirm the identities of people who are legally allowed
to be in Mexico City. The same person might enter Mexico under three or four different
names.
Biometric controls should have been implemented a long time ago, Mancera said.
The decision not to install them was political.
México inicia su autoprotección en contra de la Caravana de Migrantes, implementa
operativo federal! - Francisco Lopez
Run time: 10 minutes
Notes: The video is dated from October 16, 2018.

Reported in an article by Proceso - The National Institution of Immigration sends
federal officers to Mexico’s southern border. The officers were tasked with preventing
the Honduran horde from entering into Mexican territory.
Concerns are raised regarding the unlawful entry of Maras gang members and the
safety of the immigrants. Another concern is that the migrants will enter Mexico without
having their identification verified.
Mexican government official Navarrote Prida is blamed for having allowed the
caravan to get to the border.
AMLO traiciona a México, dará libre paso a CARAVANA de migrantes y visas de
trabajo - Francisco Lopez
Run time: 11 minutes.
Notes: President elect Manuel Obrador publicly announces he will make work visas
available to Honduran foreigners.
An article from Aristegui News states Mexico will be divided into 265 zones, with
federal, military and naval police assigned to them based on some sort of index.
Mexican political titles are a mess. Okay, the Secretary of Governance told the
Commissioned General of the Federal Police, Manelich Castiall, NOT to stop the illegal
migrant caravan. This is from an article in El Sol De Mexico, from October 16, 2018.
Basically, outgoing president Pena-Nieto gave up power a month and a half before
new president Obrador is officially inaugurated on December 1st.
In an article from Televisa, October 16th, we have a report that the migrants will
have free passage through the state of Chiapas.
Human and drug traffickers are establishing smuggling corridors through Mexico
and toward the US. Things will be that much easier if the migrants are given work visas.
“Anyone who wants to work in our country, will have our support.” - Obrador
The number of migrants is estimated at 4 to 5,000.
Por la Caravana de migrantes, AMLO hace peligrar el TLC y la seguridad en
México - Francisco Lopez
Run time: 10 minutes.
Notes: This report is from October 18, 2018. It reiterates that outgoing president
Pena-Nieto sent federal agents to prevent Hondurans from entering into Mexico. This
decision was overridden by president elect Obredor, who has promised work visas to the
incoming mob.
In recorded audio, Obredor offers benefits to migrants beginning on December 1st.
He states work visas will be distributed.
On October 18, an article from El Universal states US President Trump will send
troops to secure the border. Trump makes the claim that criminals are in the caravan.
George Soros Invade Mexico Y Trump Amenaza Con Cerrar La Frontera Conscienca Radio
Run time: 12 minutes.
Notes: Video from October 18, 2018.
In previous posts, I covered the Youtube channel of Francisco Lopez on Honduran
Horde events up to when the mob burst through Guatemalan border defenses. I am now

switching over to another channel, Consciencia Radio, run by Alex Backman. This
channel also has a tremendous amount of information and insight on the engineered
crisis.
Migrant infestation numbers at 7,000.
The caravan was then halted at the Mexican border at Tapachula, Chiapas.
Backman characterizes the invasion as a communist 5th Column movement,
speculating that George Soros is behind it.
Evidente la traición de AMLO a México y la crisis que hizo escalar - Francisco
Lopez
Run time: 12 minutes.
Notes: This video is from October 19th, 2018.
Migrant caravan leader Walter Coelho speaks on how the migrants are looking for
work and better lives. Coelho clearly states that the migrants are NOT heading for the
US, but are planning to stay in Mexico.
The narrator states that 99% of the comments on his channel are against the
Honduran invasion, contrary to the claims of Mexican Fake News.
The caravan leader is also reported as saying the migrants ‘don’t want to steal,’
implying they would steal if they have to.
Mexican nationals who voted for Obradaor feel betrayed.
There is worry again that Maras gang members are part of the mob.
At this point, the horde was massed up on the bridge between Mexico and
Guatemala.
México resiste hasta ahora a la Caravana migrante - Francisco Lopez
Run time: 3 minutes.
Notes: October 19, 2018. The Honduran Horde breaks through Guatemalan border
defenses and faces off against Mexican border personnel.
The horde now includes Nicaraguan and Salvadoran nationals.
Trump ofrece a México USD $20 millones por Caravana Migrante - Francisco
Lopez
Run time: 5 minutes.
Notes: The horde numbers at 8,000. Additional caravans are forming in Honduras
and El Salvador.
Migrants are slowly tricking into southern Mexico.
An article from Lopez-Doriga has the headline that US President Trump has offered
20 million dollars to halt the Honduran Horde. Secretary of Governance Alfonso
Navarrete Prida reportedly turned down the offer. This information comes from an
interview done by Radio Formula. Prida was hopeful at that time that 6 million migrants
would enter Mexico. So far, only 200 requests for asylum from the horde have been
registered.
The article states that children, women and older people were deliberately placed at
the front of the caravan to push at border barriers.
The Funding Behind The Midterm Migrant Caravan - The Red Elephant

Run time: 15 minutes.
Notes: This video is from October 22, 2018.
A Tweet from Skylight Engagements states their camera crew filmed video of the
Honduran Horde on October 19, when the first caravan had just entered into Mexico from
Guatemala.
Skylight’s official address is 147 Prince Street, 3rd Floor, Brooklyn, NY 11201.
Their web address is skylight.is.
George Soros’ tax return for 2016, listed under foundation name Foundation To
Promote Open Society, shows ‘general support’ was provided to Skylight in the amount
of 1 million dollars. This PDF tax return is reportedly 500 pages long.
Through Twitter, it is proven that Skylight is associated with Open Society.
The tax return shows financial support for the organizations that organized the
Cavanaugh and DACA protests. Another ploy is to fund projects that allow illegal
immigrants to obtain the right to vote faster.
The United Nations Global Compact For Migration calls for the resettlement of 294
million illegal immigrants into Canada, the US and Europe. That is close to the entire
population of the United States of 315 million, roughly.
Trump Dice No A Las Hordas Hondurenas Y Amenaza Con Usar El US Army Consciencia Radio
Run time: 8 minutes.
Notes: This report is from October 23, 2018.
Trump threatens to cut off financial aid to El Salvador and Honduras.
Leftist Venezuelan interests are influencing formation and expansion of the caravan.
Bartolo Fuentes is identified as a leftist Venezuelan driving force.
This was right at the time Soros had a ‘bomb’ delivered to his address.
Alerta! Vienen 30 Mil En Caravana De Ilegales A Tijuana - Consciencia Radio
Run time: 22 minutes.
Notes: This video is from October 26, 2018.
Headline from the periodical Zeta - ‘We are a force of thousands and we are going
to Tijuana’
Migrant count at the time was 15,000.
Trump had ordered 800 or 1,000 troops to the US border by then.
American militias were supporting Trump’s move.
The Lying Clintons and the Obama Cartel received bomb threats, the same as
Reptile Soros. This was one week before midterms.
Many of the invaders looked well bathed, well clothed and well heeled in general.
The invaders left behind tremendous amounts of trash and clothing.
US Vice President Pence claimed Venezuelan interests were behind the caravan.
When I first heard this, I doubted it, as I didn’t see the connection. As time has gone on
however, and especially in light of the revelation that Venezuela’s Maduro and North
Korea’s Jon-Yung will attend Obrador’s inauguration, I’ve changed my mind.
The reported quote is that 30,000 migrants were going to destroy Trump’s wall.
US ambassador to Hunduras Mike Pompeo also names Venezuela as a culprit.

Only 1,400 applied for refugee asylum at the southern Mexican border. This means
those people would have had to prove their identities and officially register. Caravan
leaders deliberately forced their way into Mexico to avoid having the migrants registered.
The migrants, as quoted in the Zeta newspaper article, are fleeing the Honduran
government run by rightist Juan Orlando Hernandez, alleging that the horde favors the
Left.
Honduran reporter Denys Paredes left his family in a financial bind to become part
of the caravan. Paredes is quoted as saying they will reach Tijuana as a force of 30,000.
US financial aid to Honduras in 2016 was 128 million dollars.
At the time, it was estimated that 13,000 migrants were forming a new caravan in El
Salvador.
US intelligence had either investigated or infiltrated the first caravan, estimating that
90% of migrants were male. These men are described as being of military age, from 18 to
35 years old.
Fake News reports primarily show women with children or pushing strollers.
Backman correctly predicts strife in Playas De Tijuana, which took place over half a
month later on November 14th.
Allowing the migrants to push their way onto Mexican soil violates federal laws.
Mexico already has an illegal population of 6,000 Haitians.
An Army Of 30K Strong Plan To Storm The Tijuana Border - Consciencia Radio
Run time: 15 minutes.
Notes: This is an English version of a report I covered previously in Spanish. It is
dated from October 26, 2018.
Migrant count grew to 17,000, with a tenth of that number of people actually
applying for legal asylum.
Update: OTM Invasion Of Mexico - Thousands More Coming - Consciencia Radio
Run time: 24 minutes.
Notes: Video from October 31, 2018.
On October 28, invaders broke through the southern Mexican border.
Under Mexico’s recent constitutional reform, guidelines are more in line with
United Nations policies. Mexican law must conform with international treaties. Human
rights must be in conformity, in part, with progressiveness.
Shots were fired at Mexican federal police during the border breach. Rocks were
thrown directly at officers.
The second caravan from El Salvador numbers at 13,000. A third caravan numbers
at 2,000.
Two invaders were arrested with weapons.
In a video, a radical, concealed invader told the reporter not to aim his camera at
where the Molotov cocktails were being prepared.
Organizers reportedly want to increase the caravan to 100,000 invaders.
Hurricane Willa affected 185,000 Mexicans nationals in Nayarit and Sonora, leaving
thousands homeless.
Two migrants have already died from accidents.
3,000 migrants from Guatemala are part of a new caravan.

Esto Es Una Invasion - Hasta En La Cocina Ep41- Consciencia Radio
Run time: 1 hour, 10 minutes.
Notes: Intro video clip shows Honduran trespassers breaking past border defenses in
southern Mexico. They are throwing rocks and pulling down gates, while Mexican border
officials are seen doing very little to stop them. An invader states that since they have lost
women and children, they are coming in peace, but if Mexico does not allow them entry,
they will resort to violent means.
A second clip shows the invaders insulting Mexican federal agents by referring to
them as culeros, or assholes, all done in the name of migratory peace, of course. Rock
throwers attack a Mexican helicopter at the scene. The invaders have left a tremendous
amount of trash in their wake.
Show hosts are Alex Backman and Monica Gahbler.
Backman blames Guatemala for allowing the horde to get that far.
Secretary of Governance Navarette De Prida claims the invaders are not violating
any national laws.
Honduras is not in war at this time, so there is no basis for its citizens to claim
refugee status.
The peaceful Hondurans have covered their faces, while throwing rocks and
Molotov cocktails. The claim is that the invaders are poor and hungry.
At the time, 3 caravans were reported.
Two invaders were arrested in Chiapas, after shooting at Mexican federal police.
The police was escorting the caravan when this occurred. The assailants were 17 and 22
years of age.
Socialists decry Mexicans as zenophobes for protesting the invasion.
Some invaders are coming in sick with tropical diseases.
7,000 invaders had arrived in the state of Oaxaca. 13,000 Salvadorans were in route
to Mexico. A third caravan is reported.
The Mexican government stated it would allow peaceful entry, as long as the
migrants registered their identities. The migrants have refused to do this. The actions seen
already, the concealing of their faces and violence, proves there are many delinquents in
the caravan. Abuse of women within the caravan is mentioned. People have died from
exhaustion. Children have disappeared.
Backman calls Baja California governor Enrique de la Vega a coward if he refuses
to halt the migrant caravan.
Gahbler brings up George Soros being behind Open Borders, and that people in the
caravan are being paid to cause violence and conflict.
Fake News calls the idea that Soros is behind this a conspiracy theory and antiSemiticism. Backman reminds us that Hungary, where Soros was born, considers him a
wanted man. Son Alexander Soros is said to be of the same mold.
President elect Obrador claims he needs the Hondurans for his ambitious Train
Maya project.
Cuba and Venezuela are also blamed for inciting the caravan, in an attempt to
embarrass US President Trump. (As an aside, you must remember that Trump and his
warhawk generals were pushing to use military aggression against Venezuela for several

months.) Note that Mexican Secretary of the Interior has announced that Venezuela’s
Maduro will be at Obrador’s inauguration.
Soros is described as a non-practicing Jew. He has backed many illegal migrant
movements in the past.
An article from The Times Of Israel, dated February 4, 2018, has the headline
‘Netanyahu: George Soros Behind Bid To Thwart Migrant Deportations.’ Netanyahu is
accused of taking part in the ‘anti-Semitic’ Hungarian campaign against Soros. This
shows the regressive Left is willing to associate Netanyahu, the leader of Israel and
obviously a Jew, as being anti-Semitic. How absurd is that?
No surveillance video proof for the supposed bomb delivered to Soros’ billion dollar
residence has been produced. Why hasn’t the US frozen this man’s assets yet?
Murder rate in Mexico is 24 for every 1,000 of its population. In Honduras, it is 60
for every 1,000.
The point of the invasion, according to Backman, is to divide the partnership
between the US and Mexico, and to cause Mexico to ally instead with nations to its south.
(YT channel Florida Maquis also made this prediction months ago, after following the
politics of Brazil, Colombia and Venezuela.)
An estimated 125 to 180,000 Mexicans from Nayarit have lost their homes after
Hurricane Wilma, yet Mexico is more worried about the health and welfare of the
caravan. Where is the humanitarian aid for Mexican citizens?
MS-13 gang members are reputed to have smuggled nuclear devices through Mexico
in the 1990s.
The federal officers who were shot upon were taking part in Operation Walker.
No fund drive was ever collected for Nayarit or Michoacan.
Trump was about to sign an Executive Order disallowing US birth right to children
born to illegal migrants.
An estimated 30 million illegal migrants live in the US. Compare to the 11 million
figure tossed around by Fake News reporter Jorge Ramos.
Refugee centers in Tijuana were already full. Open-air camps were planned, with a
cold winter approaching.
Haitian mothers fly into Mexico to give birth, giving Mexican citizenship to their
kids, before they fly back to their home country.
Obrador plans to give the invaders ‘field jobs.’ This is contradictory, as the invaders
already had field jobs and were fed up with them. It would be even worse in the US,
because of their lack of job skills. Plus, they don’t speak the English language.
Illegal immigration into the US has increased by 25% in 2018.
Trump planned on sending between 10 and 15,000 troops to the US border.
First Wave OF Illegals From Honduras Reached The Border - Consciencia Radio
Run time: 19 minutes.
Notes: Video from November 1, 2018.
Fake News continues to downplay the Honduran invasion.
The first wave of migrants reaches the border between Mexicali and Calexico. They
traveled by train. (I believe these turned out to be the LGBT contingent that later caused
strife in Playas De Tijuana.) The larger portion of the first caravan, about 5,500 strong,

was stuck in Oaxaca, after moving through Chiapas. The bulk of the caravan was
demanding public transportation to the US border.
The first wave was staying in hotels in Mexicali. Where is the money coming from?
How many hotel rooms do 76 people rent?
From the article in Frontera, November 1, we read that the 14 refugee centers in
Mexicali on have room for 500 occupants. In Tijuana, the centers can hold only 150
women and children. Both Mexicali and Tijuana centers were already full.
New Minister of the Interior, Sanchez-Cordero, offered 1 million work visas for the
arriving migrants. Jobs for foreigners, not for Mexicans!
Migrants were given social security numbers and legal status.
Angela Merkel is said to have been educated in Soviet tactics when she lived in
Moscow.
70% of the first caravan are heading to Baja California, about 4,900 or so.
The migrants are coming from El Salvador, Guatemala, Honduras and Nicaragua.
After the big earthquake in September 2017 in Mexico City, a lot of Mexicans are
homeless and unemployed. University graduates can’t find jobs.
Obrador cancelled the huge new airport construction project in Texcoco, and had the
plan to take over the military base in Santa Lucia, to expand their airport in conjunction
with the air force.
Water issues in Mexico City have caused a 5-day disruption of service. 17 million
people will be without water.
3,500 Salvadorans arrived at the Mexican / Guatemalan border with caravan leaders.
They arrived in buses.
Ya Llegaron Los Primeros Ilegales De Honduras A Mexicali, Vienen Miles Consciencia Radio
Run time: 11 minutes.
Notes: Video from November 1, 2018.
This is a repeat of a report Backman made previously in English.
Russia tells Mexico not to worry about the airport project, as that nation intends to
invest heavily in Mexico.
Rumor is that the caravans will eventually number at 100,000.
Catastrophic rains have affected Nayarit, Oaxaca, Sinaloa and Sonora.
Olga Sanchez-Cordero has promised 1 million visas to migrants.
An unknown number of men in the caravan have been identified as Special Interest
Aliens. These are troublesome individuals the US government is watching out for. These
include political radials or criminal associations.
Urgente! Lo Que Debes Saber De La Caravana, Es La Invasion Ilegal - Consciencia
Radio
Run time: 27 minutes.
Notes: This is the first video I watched from Backman’s channel, back in early
November when all this was still starting up. Dated from November 5, 2018.
Mexican authorities have done nothing to stem the flow of invaders.

The organization Judicial Watch sent reporters to Honduras to document the
formation of caravans. They found a highly funded and organized movement led by NonGovernmental Organizations such as Open Borders, backed by George Soros.
Women and children are being put up front of the caravans to elicit public sympathy.
5,000 invaders have reached Mexico City.
Mexican funds are being used to transport the caravan into Mexico City.
At least two federal officers have been killed.
Criminals are imbedded in the caravans, including human traffickers and gang
members, as documented by Judicial Watch. Honduras may be sending its worst citizens
into the caravans to get rid of them.
The second caravan, made up mostly of Salvadorans, have reached Oaxaca. They
number at approximately at 3,000, after having some confrontation with officials.
Another group, a third caravan, refuses to show identification at the Mexico / Guatemala
border.
US border officers in New Laredo, Texas, are reinforcing the border and cleaning up
the Rio Bravo.
What Fake News is not reporting: Mexico cannot absorb so many invaders. The
caravans may have been organized years ahead of time. Guatemala states the caravans are
not forming spontaneously. Most of the caravans are made up of men in their twenties.
Many of these invaders have left their wives and children behind in their home countries.
(The first caravan was formed in San Pedro Sula, Honduras, on October 12, 2018.
This comes from a member of Judicial Watch with a Honduran wife, who claim the first
caravan started up in a shopping mall.)
Many migrants do not qualify for asylum.
Many migrants claimed they would stay in Veracruz, but later they started moving
toward Mexico City. Unverified reports from Tepito and City Azteca state that organized
crime cartels in Mexico City plan to arm the criminal element within the caravans with
AR-15 assault rifles and grenades. This way they will be heavily armed when they reach
the US border.
Criminal groups within Mexico are infiltrating the caravan.
Other people in the caravans come from Africa, Bangladesh, China and the Near
East, including Islamic extremists. Some of these people received Venezuelan passports,
allowing them to travel into Honduras.
Mexico may be the target of terrorism, in addition to the US.
Migrant diseases include tuberculosis and dengue fever.
FBI documents link to George Soros to the US government, where the government
is facilitating matters for Soros.
More caravans are arriving in Mexicali. The migrants are complaining that they are
mistreated at refugee centers.
Guatemala did all it could to deter and deport the invaders back to their home
countries.
Unnamed sources within the Baja California government say governor Enrique De
La Vega wants nothing to do with the caravans, as he hopes to leave office with a clean
exit.
Honduran president Hernandez claims his people were misled into joining the
caravans.

Fake News is focusing on the women and children.
Actualizacion Important! Lo Que Otros (Important Update On The Immigrant
Invasion Of Mexico) - Consciencia Radio
Run time: 1 hour, 7 minutes.
Notes: Video from November 6.
Six total caravans are reported.
Migrants were wasting water in Mexico City, including washing their clothing in
drinking reservoirs.
Mexico City will not give an accurate number of migrants, giving out numbers
between 4,500 and 5,500. Oaxaca and Veracruz are not giving numbers at all.
Fake News is hiding trouble caused by migrants, showing instead women holding
children up to their chests and playing up their plight.
Invaders burned down an immigration center in Chiapas. 21 men, 5 women and 3
kids were staying there. They were in the process of being deported.
Radical Muslims from Bangladesh are in the caravan, according to Univision. They
joined the caravan in Guatemala. Judicial Watch and Daily Caller confirm this. Report
date is November 2. These Muslims may go after Mexico targets.
According to an FBI report, a radical Muslim cell in Las Vegas was constructing C4
explosive devices for Mexican targets.
5 Syrian men with stolen passports were arrested in Honduras, from the same place
where the first caravan started up.
It is reiterated that the majority of the invasion horde entered Mexico without being
identified or even named.
MS-13 gang members, human and child traffickers have been spotted by several
sources, including Judicial Watch.
Guatemala turned back 2,000 invaders. Guatemala has asked the US to help identify
the organizers of the horde, according to president Morales.
Aid in Mexico City included food, water and large refugee centers, including sports
stadiums. All of these were planned ahead of time.
All major Mexican news outlets are reporting Fake News.
Mexico’s National Institute of Migration reports that organizers are giving migrants
packs of money to continue with the caravans.
The liberal party in Honduras is accused of encouraging people to leave their
country. This includes former president Selayas of Honduras. Former government deputy
Bartolo Fuentes claims the caravan began spontaneously, when he is shown as one of its
initial organizers.
Guatemalan authorities captured a ring of child traffickers, including 7 minors.
These kids were kidnapped and traveling with the caravan.
1,100 illegal migrants are arrested in the US every day, for crossing the border
illegally. 400,000 per year. Latinos in the US want increased border security. (From
Breitbart.)
Human rights organizations continue to support the caravan despite its violence and
disrespect for Mexico’s citizens.
300,000 anchor babies are born in the US every year. This number exceeds US
births in 48 states. That is every state except for Alaska and Hawaii. (From Breitbart.)

Venezuela’s Chavez complained about evil, imperialistic US, yet he still sent his
daughters to college here.
Cubans are in the caravan. 11 were detained.
On Backman’s shirt: Socialism - the philosophy of failure, the creed of ignorance,
the gospel of envy
CDMX Sin Agua Hasta El... Marabunta Migratoria - Conciencia Radio
Run time: 16 minutes.
Notes: 5,500 invaders were housed in a sports park in Mexico City.
160 million pesos were spent on a failed water piping system. Apparently, a foreign
firm was contracted to design and build it. Mexico decided it would take over the project
and put it together, and it failed miserably.
George Soros attempted to disassociate himself from the caravan.
No city in Mexico can handle that many migrants.
Crime reports increased in Mexico City, including robberies and rapists.
Milenio News covered events from Russian, China and North Korea.
Oaxaca refused to transport the invaders.
Mexicans in Veracruz tried to record the caravan. Migrants stopped their cars and
forced them to erase their pictures and videos. Also, migrants were boarding private cars
and forcing the drivers to transport them, or they were taking the cars outright.
The report states that a new caravan is forming in Brazil. It will pick up migrants as
it travels through Venezuela and Colombia.
Migrantes Marchan A La Onu - Ilegales Matan A Agente Fronterizo - Conciencia
Radio
Run time: 31 minutes.
Notes: Report from November 8.
2,000 invaders are heading to the UN embassy in Colonia Polanco, near Mexico
City. They are demanding asylum in Mexico, despite not meeting required criteria.
Claudia Shanebaum stated the constitution of Mexico will be respected.
Austria, Hungary and Poland repelled the Muslim horde.
A flyer is shown revealing the origins of the first caravan. It is titled Walk Of The
Migrant, and shown on the Facebook page of former Honduran deputy Bartolo Fuentes.
The date on the flyer is October 12, claims the event will begin at 8 am. The image on the
flyer shows a the back of a man with his arms stretched out, and a sign pointing the way
to Mexico. The text of the flyer follows:
We will accompany these people. It is regretful that there are no institutions in
Honduras that can support us to avoid that the migrants do no lose their orientation, or
fall into danger. Let us at least support their exit. We decry the terrible situation we are
living in inside Honduras: unemployment, insecurity, poverty. And those we protest
against persecute us or shoot live rounds.
Where are Mexico’s leaders in this time of crisis? President Pena-Nieto is called a
failure and a coward.
A Breitbart article, dated November 6, headline: MS-13 Member Arrested With
Children Near Texas Border. The gang member was detained in a group of 12 migrants,
including 2 children. Two days prior, two other criminals were detained.

Ixtacalco is reporting robberies and rapes.
According to a headline on El Mexican, residents of Playas were already voicing
worries about insecurity. A sub-headline claims Trump has given shoot to kill orders
against illegal migrants.
Incoming Secretary of Governance Olga Sanchez-Cordero offers 1 million jobs to
the migrants.
Mexican Fake News is still not reporting the caravan’s troublemakers.
Another Breitbart article reports 3 sex offenders were caught near the border in one
day. This happened in Yuma. One criminal was convicted of having sex with a minor in
2005. A second was convicted of misdemeanor rape in 2008.
Obama deported over 300,000 criminals into Mexico, via Tijuana.
Rock-throwing illegal migrants murdered Border Patrol agent Rogelio Martinez in
2017.
Bishop Jose Torres urged his congregation in Ciudad Juarez to tear down walls
against migrants, in an article on Jew News.
The Daily Caller reports that DHS officials informed the US senate of national
security threats within the caravan. The article is dated from November 7, stating that
members of the caravan have histories of violent crime and are from countries other than
those in Central America. They are from Western and Central Asia, and North Africa.
La Obscura Verdad Ocluta En La Caravana Migrante LGBT - ForeverPain
Run time: 3 minutes.
Notes: Video from November 12.
The LGBT group arrived in Tijuana on November 11, after splitting off from the
main Honduran Horde. It included 85 members. They arrived by bus, after passing
through Sonora and Mexicali.
In a tweet, Pitaya Queen blames the fire at the Caritas refugee shelter as being
started by trans-phobes. PQ asked fans to contact US border authorities, asking that the
gays should be taken in because their lives were at risk. PQ’s tweets are written in very
good English. Note how PQ tries to draw sympathy from fans, when her intentions all
along were to traffic gays into the US for prostitution.
The shelter took in over 35 gays in May of 2018.
Representante Caravana HUM1,lla A Tijuana - Francisco Lopez
Run time: 3 minutes
Notes: Video from November 15, 2018.
This video focuses on Honduran Horde leader Irineo Mujica. According to an article
by Uniradio Informa, Mujica, head of Pueblos Sin Fronteras, was detained in Suchiate,
Hidalgo, Chiapas on October 19, 2018, for resisting arrest and vandalism. He opposed
Mexican migration officials including municipal and federal police while trying to
mobilize the caravan.
Mujica presented credentials showing dual citizenship in the US and another
country.
He was part of the mob that attacked police officials in Chiapas.
In the closing clip, Mujica incenses Mexicans by stating (rightfully) that Tijuana is a
very violent city that nobody wants to come to (his opinion).

Migrantes Hondurenos Lanzan Piedras A Patrullas De La Policia - Tops Curados
Run time: 2 minutes.
Notes: This video was uploaded on November 16, 2018. I am fairly sure it was taken
on the night of the 14th, when the illegal horde was in conflict in Zona Norte and Playas
De Tijuana. This video documents that it was the Hondurans throwing rocks at Tijuana
police, and not the Mexican protesters as Fake News TeleSur has claimed.
La Verdad De La Caravana LGBT - Pitaya Queen La Historia - Sin Pelos En La
Lenga
Run time: 4 minutes
Notes: Video from November 17, 2018.
This report exposes the leader of the LGBT caravan that incited unrest in Playas De
Tijuana, when a group of 80 moved into an expensive rental house.
Pitaya Queen (also known as Ana K.) is a transvestite citizen of the United States
with residence in Texas. She is accused of transporting gay people through Mexico into
the US for the purposes of prostitution.
Previously, she transported a group of gays into Mexico in May of 2018.
She is described as a drug addict.
She was in the Caritas refugee center in May, which mysteriously caught fire.
One of her wards was Roxanne, a gay who died of HIV due to lack of treatment.
While at a drug rehabilitation center in Tijuana, she was caught using drugs and
making attempts to smuggle gays across the border.
Speculation is that the rent for the lavish Playas home was paid for by people in the
US, who are working to get her and her wards across the border, for prostitution.
Her real name is Roberto Flotte Jr. She has a doctorate from Harvard University for
Native American Program.
Illegal Immigrants March Through Mexico - Conciencia Radio
Run time: 18 minutes.
Notes: More caravans are forming south of Mexico.
A caravan is stuck in Oaxaca, where the state refused to transport them.
2,000 are stuck in Veracruz, waiting for transportation. A sports facility was overrun
with migrants. The government there is offering food, water, clothing and medical aid. A
professor in Veracruz was robbed at knifepoint. People filming had their phones taken
away and images or videos were deleted. Migrants are forcing drivers to give their rides,
or stealing the cars.
2,000 are marching through Mexico City to Polanco, on their way to the UN
embassy.
Russia will invest in 6 factories, including one in Mexicali. They will produce mig
fighters, tanks and armored vehicles. In return, Russia will give 10% of its vehicles to
Mexico.
Captain Clay Higgins of the US Border Patrol shows how large the rocks are that
migrants are throwing at his agents.
Edgar Ramirez of Homeland Security states that under current international law,
migrants cannot choose what country will help them. The UN must choose for them.

The incoming immigration director of Mexico, Guillen, will prioritize the human
rights of the migrants over other concerns.
Informe De La DEA Sobre Riebeling Y Periodistas De BC Dan Su Opinion Personajes Mexico
Run time: 23 minutes
Notes: This report centers on Ivan Mariano Martin Del Campo Riebeling, a
personality who emerged during the protests against Honduran invasion on Sunday,
November 14th in Tijuana, Mexico. Riebeling has a checkered past.
Riebeling is accused of threatening reporters. He has been investigated in Mexico
and detained in the US.
In March 2018, an article in Quadratin asserts the DEA has investigated him.
Riebeling has been arrested 6 times in the US, going back to 1997. In 1997, the Border
Patrol arrested him for possession of a controlled substance; 9 to 10 pounds of marijuana.
He was released for lack of evidence. In 1999, the Border Patrol detained him for trying
to enter the US illegally. Riebeling gave a false statement and was deported immediately.
In 1999 again, he was arrested in Chula Vista and again deported. In 2007, Chula Vista
police arrested him for carrying a stolen, concealed weapon. In 2008, the DEA in San
Ysidro arrested him for assault, robbery and rape. He was sentenced to 48 months in
prison. In 2009, a San Diego sheriff arrested him for making threats.
Riebeling has made several threats to a Tijuana reporter, admitting that he has had
several clashes with the law, and becaues of them, he is not a supporter of human rights.
Several reporters claim he has threatened them. One reporter claims that Reiebeling
sells weapons to malicious people. He has also threatened Tijuana Mayor Gastelum.
Riebeling presents himself as a National Coordinator for Human Rights, but this
post does not exist. Another group he claims to lead is the Diplomatic Corps of
International Human Rights.
He has even claimed to be a reporter of the Tijuana periodical Zeta. Zeta calls him
an impostor who has never worked for them.
Even worse, he appears in a picture dressed up as a church-affiliated Knights
Templar. The organization states they expulsed Riebeling in 2017, for actions contrary to
those of the organization.
The United Nations has stated that he has nothing to do with this man.
Starting at 12:45, video testimony is presented showing about two dozen Mexican
reporters who state that Riebeling has threatened them. Riebeling is using social media
such as Facebook to defame the reporters.
At the end of the video, Riebeling himself threatens to rape or cause bodily harm to
reporters, going as far as to say he will go to their houses.
Acusan A Pitaya Queen De Prostituir Adolescentes - Odilon Garcia Noticias
Run time: 1 minute.
Notes: Video from mid November.
Pitaya Queen is accused of prostituting two minors, ages 14 and 15, from Guatemala
and El Salvador. The minors had sexually transmitted diseases from sleeping with
transgender gays. Girls aged 15 and 16 were told they would have no problem getting to
Miami, Florida to start better lives.

Cartel De Tijuana Levanta A Migrante Hondureno - Grillonautas2
Run time: 6 minutes.
Notes: Video from Mid November.
A Honduran young man threatens violence against Tijuana protesters. He states he
has no fear of repercussions, as 30,000 Hondurans will soon arrive to fight against
protesters. Later, this young man is caught by locals and given a severe beating.
Disculpas De La Migrante Que Irrito A Los Tijuanenses - DW Espanol
Run time: 3 minutes.
Notes: Video from Mid November.
‘The food they give us here... Fatal... Only refried beans as if they were feeding
pigs.” - Miriam Celaya
After her comments went viral, DW News went to locate the woman for a response.
She claims she’s been bullied and apologized for what she said.
Other migrants stated she should not even be in the caravan after saying what she
did. Thanks to Miriam’s complaints, the selection of food offered to migrants was
upgraded.
Miriam was moved to another refugee center as a result.
El Glamour Y Vanidades De Lady Frijoles Es Lado Secreto - Profecias Y Misterios
Run time: 16 minutes.
Notes: Video from Mid November.
More pictures of Lady Frijoles, showing her dressed up, behind the wheel of a late
model vehicle, wearing an expensive ring and showing off high heels.
El Plan De Soros Y Maduro Para Evitar Intervencion - Informativo G24
Run time: 16 minutes.
Notes: Video from Mid November.
The second wave of migrants had just entered Mexico.
This is following Trump’s vague reference to an October Surprise or a Red October,
which these journalists believe meant military intervention into Venezuela.
From an interview with Venezuelan journalist Gustavo Azucar Alcala: Nobody
doubts that Venezuela funded the first caravan out of Honduras. US VP Pence has proof
that financial support came from Venezuela. Part of the reasoning for fomenting the
caravans is to draw attention away from the mass exodus of Venezuelans leaving that
country. International attention was focused on president Maduro. Trump and Pence put
the idea of US military intervention on the table.
Maduro’s Venezuela claims it does not have money for health or education, or other
social issues. It does have money for propaganda against the US, including sending
money to Cuba, or to purchase weapons from Russia. Venezuela is linked with drug
cartels. Money magically appears when defending president Madura from scrutiny.
Thousands of children are dying in Venezuela, due to poor health care.
Over 6,000 medical professionals have left Venezuela due to low wages.
6,000 to 8,000 Venezuelan refugees enter Colombia every day.

A large amount of Colombia’s drugs enter Venezuela through the rebel groups ELN
and FARC. From Venezuela, they are flown or shipped to Honduras, before they are
moved through Mexico.
This interview has a lot of pro-Colombian right wing bias.
Migrantes Atacan A Balazos A Policias Federales - Francisco Lopez
Run time: 3 minutes.
Notes: Video from Mid November.
The Secretary of Governance reports that two armed Honduran men attacked federal
police, Zaragoza, Hidalgo, Chiapas. Carlos N is 17 years old. Jerson N is 22. They were
armed with a Glock with 9 clips. Police were unhurt when the gun jammed, and captured
the invaders.
Hondurenos Incendian Instalacion De INM - Francisco Lopez
Run time: 2 minutes.
Notes: Video from Mid November.
Televias reports that migrants have set an INM station on fire in Pijijiapan, Chiapas.
The article is form October 26. The fire was started deliberately in the men’s section of
the station.
Also, a woman from Tabasco with mental concerns was dragged to a hill and
abused. Women in Zapotecas who had come to donate food, had the food thrown at them.
Se Filtra Video De Albergue En TJ, Caravan Migrante Quiere Esposas - El
NoticiOso
Run time: 7 minutes.
Notes: Video from November 20.
A member of Catholic clergy from Tijuana speaks to the caravan invaders about
how they might end up in Canada. He encourages the single men to think about creating
new familes there, inferring that they will marry Canadian women. Caravan members are
shown holding a Canadian flag.
A list of men in the caravan shows they are of military age.
Enfrentamiento Migrants Y Policias En Tijuana - Excelsior TV
Run time: 3 minutes.
Notes: Caravan leader Mujica blames drug dealers for Tijuana’s problems, and not
the caravan he’s been leading from Honduras.
Two invaders are arrested after smoking pot in the refugee center. Some invaders
claim they are innocent, and the police roughed them up anyway. A policeman was hurt
after being hit in the head with a rock.
Lider Hondureno Se Siente Enganad - Efecto Noticia
Run time: 3 minutes.
Notes: Honduran caravan leader Netty states he feels cheated after arriving in
Tijuana. At the start, he was told that when the caravan reached the US border, officials
from several countries (Canada, France, Spain and the US) would be there to meet them.
This includes offers of citizenship and employment. The leader fears for his life after

having deceived the people who followed him. He refuses to state who first told him this
idea, calling it a rumor.
Pitaya Queen En Hotel De Lujo En Sonora Ultimas Noticias Tendencia - Beto Alfa
Today 24H
Run time: 5 minutes.
Notes: Video from late November.
After the debacle in Playas De Tijuana, key caravan figure Pitaya Queen is spotted
near the US border at Nogales, Sonora. He and his group of gay invaders are staying at a
luxury hotel. He refuses an interview by an independent journalist.
Outside, gay invaders from Honduras and Nicaragua harass the journalist.
Solalinde: Caravan Es Trafico De Personas Usaron A Mexicanos - Beto Alfa Today
24H
Run time: 4 minutes
Notes: Video from late November.
Human rights activist Father Alejandro Solalinde accuses Pueblos Sin Fronteras
(Towns Without Borders) of human trafficking. He accuses caravan leaders of
deliberately providing a front for the smuggling of undocumented migrants, and of
placing women and children at the front of the groups for media exposure.
He claims that he personally helped to register people from the third caravan, and
that he disarmed them when he found out they were carrying firearms. He helped move
23 busloads to Mexico City.
PSF refused to allow Solalinde to finish processing the migrants, and told migrants
to boycott or avoid Solalinde. He could not figure out who was financing the movement.
Capturan A Hermano Del Presidente De Honduras Por Narcotrafico - HispanTV
Run time: 2 minutes
Notes: Video from late November.
DEA officials detained the brother of Honduran President Juan Orlando Hernandez
in Miami, Florida, on charges of drug trafficking, weapons and organized crime. Juan
Antonio Hernandez was wanted or implicated in 2016.
The Honduran government never investigated the charges.
Reprime Policia Mexicana A Caravana Migrante En Tijuana - TeleSUR
Run time: 10 minutes.
Notes: Video from Late November. The Fake News headline is March Threatened.
Shows the protest at Benito Juarez sports complex. Tijuana protesters are called
zenophobes and racists. The reporter claims a small number of agents provocateur are in
the crowd. Some members of the crowd are said to have also participated in the protests
in Playas De Tijuana, and that they are against the Tijuana police, which is completely
untrue. Video evidence shows the invaders attacked Tijuana police with rocks at Playas.
The reporter claims violent Trump supporters and dual citizens are among the crowd
inciting trouble. This is also untrue. People in Tijuana are angry, and they did push
against the police and barricades, but they only Trump supporter I witnessed was Paloma
For Trump, a woman from Tijuana who is a dual citizen.

The reporter falsely states that Mexicans are throwing rocks at police. Later he states
that protesters are hiding their faces (8 minutes in), while clearly no protesters before the
camera have their faces hidden.
At least 3 times in this report, the reporter calls Mexicans zenophobes and racists,
when both Mexicans and Hondurans are Latinos.
One of the worst claims is that most of Tijuana approves of the invasion, when polls
show 70% are against it.
The UN Is Trying To Ruin The World - James Munder
Run time: 10 minutes.
Notes: Video from Late November.
An article from Neon Nettle, dated November 24, reads ‘Hungary Slams UN
Migration Pact For Trying To Legalise Illegal Immigration’
Hungarian foreign minister Peter Sijjarto states that Hungary will vote against the
UN pact in December (on the 10th and 11th, in Marrakesh, Morocco). The UN is a global
initiative pushing for mandatory resettlement quotas. The pact is called The Global
Compact On Migration. It threatens the sovereignty of nations and their borders.
The compact claims not to be legally binding, but Dutch MEP official Marcel De
Graaff states ‘It is still the legal framework on which the participating countries commit
themselves to build.’
In other news George Soros sues Hungary for going against his Open Borders
policy.
The pact claims migration is a human right. It allows for countries that refuse illegal
migration to be criticized. Criticism could called Hate Speech, as we are seeing in the
situation in Mexico.
‘It will become impossible to criticize Merkel’s ‘welcome migrants’ politics without
being at risk to be jailed for hate speech.’ De Graaff added.
Germany’s Angela Merkel proposed that countries should be prepared to give up
control over their borders to the European Union.
Again, criticism of migration will become a criminal offense. This includes media
outlets that show examples of criticism. People will no longer be able to say that mass
migration taxes a government’s welfare systems, or that migration leads to a surge of
rape and murder.
Only the US, Australia and Hungary have indicated they will not sign the pact.
Arrestan A Migrantes Por Consumir Drogas A Un Costado De Un Jardin De Ninos Accion Callejera
Run time: 28 minutes.
Notes: Video from Late November.
A police spokesman states that the refugee camp at Juarez sports complex may get
out of control quickly. Over 4,000 invaders were located there at the time. All he asks is
that the invaders respect the rules given to them.
Two youths were arrested for smoking marijuana near a children’s play area. Police
tried to arrest two more, but the Honduran crowd held them back.
Navarrete Prida: Migrantes Seran Deportados Por Cruzar A EE UU - Beto Alfa 24H

Run time: 11 minutes.
Notes: Video from Late November.
Secretary of Governance Alfonso Navarrete Prida claims the migrant protest in
Tijuana would be peaceful. This protest at times became out of control and violent.
Invaders tried to push through the US border at 4 different locations. This provoked a
response from the US side of rubber bullets and tear gas.
Prida claims federal authorities will ensure that protesters stay near the refugee
centers. Several agitators have been targeted.
Mexican police are largely unarmed.
The National Migration Institute (INM) will immediately deport any persons trying
to cross the US border illegally, or breaking Mexico’s laws.
La CIA Infiltro La Caravana Migrante - El Chapucero
Run time: 17 minutes.
Notes: Video from November 26.
A Mexican political analyst speculates that the CIA may have infiltrated the migrant
caravan. He gives various angles for this, including that this is part of a Marshal Plan the
CIA wants to disrupt, and also that the CIA has uncovered the identities of invaders who
may have criminal backgrounds.
Hubo Migrants Detenidos En Mexico Pero No En Estados Unidos - TeleSUR TV
Run time: 7 minutes.
Notes: Video from Late November.
News headline ‘our feet are sore, we have no strength left.’
Fake News Tele-SUR makes more blatantly false claims. This time, they say the
mess at the border started off as a peaceful march, where the invaders were showing their
appreciation for the way Tijuana embraced them. In frustration, these people tried to rush
across the border, where US defenses used rubber bullets and tear gas on them. Notice
there is no mention of how the caravan leaders agitated this. Also not mentioned is the
fact that caravan leaders deliberately put women and children at the front of the invasion.
The INM announced it would deport as many as 500 lawbreakers.
‘All we want is an opportunity.’ An invader claims.
Three times, people state the invaders do not want to be here (in Tijuana). Really?
They traveled the entire length of Mexico to a place they don’t want to be in?
The reporter bitch claims the Juarez sports complex is as bad as a concentration
camp.
Gob De Baja California Manda Mensaje A EPN - Periodismo Libre Y Artistico
Run time: 5 minutes.
Notes: Video from Late November.
Baja governor Enrique De La Vega makes a plea to then president Pena Nieto for
the caravan to comply with Mexican law. Vega has been largely out of sight and impotent
during the entire crisis.
Cabecillas De Caravan Son Captados En Bar - Efecto Noticia
Run time: 4 minutes.

Notes: Video from Late November.
The two leaders of the LGBT caravan are Pritaya Queen and her boyfriend Cesar
Mejia. They are recorded buying coffee at Starbucks in Playas, despite claiming they
represent the poor migrants. Later, they are recorded at nightclubs drinking large amounts
of alcohol.
Policia De Tijuana Diciendole Sus Verdades A Los De La Caravan - Viral En Redes
Run time: 4 minutes.
Notes: Video from Late November.
A municipal police commander tells invaders not to put their women and children at
the front of their movement, while a caravan leader stands at his side and denies this is
happening.
Breaking: Border Agent Breaks Silence, Reveals Exactly What’s Happening - The
Next News Network
Run time: 10 minutes.
Notes: Video from Late November.
US Border Patrol confirms that women and children were being used as human
shields. Border Patrol Chief Rodney Scott states on CNN Fake News that border agents
did not use tear gas and rubber bullets until after projectiles struck them. The attackers
were throwing projectiles while standing behind the human shields.
69 invaders were arrested at the US border.
Fake News claims the invaders are not invading, and they’re not doing anything
wrong.
Border Agent Hector Garcia states agents and vehicles were attacked with rocks.
Este Es El Facebook De La Hondurena Que Dijo Que Los Frijoles Eran Para
Puercos - Daniel Velasquez El Oso
Run time: 4 minutes.
Notes: Video from Late November.
Her name on social media is Miriam Yamileth. She is shown holding a Louis Vitton
handbag. She wears jewelry and dresses well. She poses in several sexy pictures.
Mexico Deports Migrants After 2,000 Rush US Border - Epoch Times
Run time: 2 minutes.
Notes: Video from Late November.
42 migrants arrested by US Border Patrol in San Diego. Rocks and bottles were
throwing at them according to an official CBP tweet.
Mexican federal police arrested 39.
Trump threatened to close the border permanently.
Caso Pitaya Queen En Nogales Sonora - Agencia Multimedios
Run time: 7 minutes.
Notes: Video from Late November.
47 migrants are staying in Nogales, including Pitaya Queen. She has been accused of
using minors for prostitution. Her name is given as Roberto Nakay Flotte. She is not a

migrant, but a US citizen from Texas. Pitaya also uses the name Ana K and pretends she
is from Chihuahua Mexico. She presents herself as a defender of human and gay rights.
Official documentation proves she was born in Presidio, Texas. She has a Phd in
Anthropology from Harvard.
Municipal president Jesus Irastorza states 60 migrants have arrived in Nogales.
Migrantes Se La Jeugan Con Huelga De Hambre - Efeto Noticia
Run time: 2 minutes.
Notes: Video from Late November.
Illegal migrants in the Juarez sports complex begin a hunger strike. The number of
migrants at the complex is estimated at 6,062. The hunger strike is a desperate tactic,
after the caravan was rebuffed at the US border.
The Situation Will Only Get Worse - We Are Change
Run time: 11 minutes.
Notes: Video from Late November.
Reporter Rudowsky reports on the dismal conditions at and near the Juarez sports
complex in Zona Norte, Tijuana. People are reported as coughing and vomiting, spitting
and urinating on public streets.
Fake News reports no criminals are found in the caravan. Rudowsky reports that
migrants assaulted an aid worker.
Mexico has offered housing, employment and health care to the migrants. 1,700
people have taken asylum in Mexico.
Many migrants don’t know what asylum means.
La Historia De La Madre Hondurena Cuya Foto Se Volvio Viral - Efecto Noticia
Run time: 5 minutes.
Notes: Video from November 28.
Report focuses on a picture of a woman with her two children, from when the
Honduran horde stampeded toward the US border. Her name is Maria Mesa, She is 35,
from Honduras, and arrived with the first caravan. On the 25th, they approached the US
border, but were rebuffed by Mexican police.
She moved toward the US border with her two twin daughters. Soon after, rubber
bullets and tear gas were launched from the US side, prompting her to run away. During
her run, her picture was taken and went viral.
“God will open doors for us.” Mesa said.
Llegan Migrantes Trans 2111 - Estephania Baez
Run time: 2 minutes.
Notes: Video from Late November.
A short interview with Pitaya Queen, shortly after her arrival in Nogales. She denies
everything she’s been accused of.
Indignada Con Caravana De Migrantes Hondurenos - Kristabel Beard
Run time: 13 minutes.
Notes: Video from Late November.

Social commentary on Lady Frijoles, and her derogatory comments towards beans.
Todos Los Videos De Los Hondurenos Malagradecidos - Jajaja Buen Chiste
Run time: 10 minutes.
Notes: Video from Late November.
Several video clips showing illegal ingrates complaining about not having free buses
provided for their march, complaining about beans and tortillas, refugee centers who
want them to sweep their trash, and personal security.
‘What are thirty assholes going to do against thirty thousand of us?’ - Honduran
young man
Also shown is the incredible amount of food, water, clothing and trash they left
behind. Footage from places such as Jesus Martinez Palillo stadium are shown, in Mexico
City, including how trash trucks were brought in to collect refuse.
La Verdad De La Lady Frijoles - Los De Dolores Son Un Desmadre
Run time: 5 minutes.
Notes: Video from Late November.
Lady Frijoles, Mirian Yamileth, is exposed once again.
Lider De Caravana Hace Una Advertencia - Efecto Noticia
Run time: 8 minutes.
Notes: Video from December 1.
Caravan leader Irineo Mujica scolds Mexican federal police. The police are
preventing Mujica from taking 15 women to a public place near the US border. These
women are part of the hunger strike. Mujica wanted them to be visible for Fake News
media to report on them.
Mujica misdirects the conversation by demanding to know how many deaths occur
in Tijuana due to drug cartel violence.
Alerta Fronteriza Mensaje Del Alcalde De Tijuana - Concienca Radio
Run time: 2 minutes.
Notes: Video from December 2.
Tijuana mayor Gastelum announces the migrants are being moved from the Juarez
sports complex and into a larger complex. (El Barretal, located in Matamoros Colony.)
Gastelum presents a flyer being circulated by caravan leaders.
The flyer shows people breaking through a barbed wire fence. It reads:
We must march to the border on Saturday, the first of December. On the day of the
inauguration of new Mexican president Manuel Lopez Obrador. - 11 AM from the Benito
Juarez sports complex - Open the border or we will shut it down! - Our last action has
placed us closer to victory - Mexicans and Americans fight alongside us
Gastelum states he has asked federal police to do everything they can to prevent
another disruption at the US border.
Los Centroamericans Comen Enter La Basura, Tras El Cochinero - Accion Callejera
Run time: 28 minutes.
Notes: Video from December 2.

We have a look at the Juarez sports complex, after over 6,000 invaders have been
transported to the new refugee center in Matamoros. We see industrial amounts of
garbage left behind, including mountains of clothing and large stacks of small mattresses.
Immigration Deports Group Of 150+ Illegals That Were Intercepted - King
DragonKraken
Run time: 14 minutes.
Notes: Video from December 3.
This video documents Mexican federal police stopping a caravan of 150 people, in
southern Mexico. After heated debate, the invaders are placed onto buses. An official
states they will not be allowed to enter Mexico improperly, unregulated or illegally. From
the video, it is stated that these migrants will be deported.
Cartel Looking For Migrant Frontman - James Munder
Run time: 3 minutes.
Notes: Video from December 4.
This video alleges that Mexican cartels are searching for a caravan leader, after the
leader has apparently insulted the cartels. A cash reward is suggested. I cannot verify this
information any further.
Migrantes Centroamericanos En Tijuana Se Niegan A Dejar Albergue - Excelsior
TV
Run time: 6 minutes.
Notes: Video from December 4.
Documents that hundreds of migrants are refusing to leave the Juarez sports
complex, despite that utilities have been cut off, and public aid has been halted.
In this video, we see caravan leader Sonia Diaz stand before a transportation bus and
refuse to allow the invaders to be bused away. Later, Diaz is arrested by three female
police officers. She becomes very belligerent before she is taken away, going as far as
biting a female officer’s forearm. Dozens of migrants tried to block her arrest.
She is accused of being a human trafficker.
Migrantes Deciden En Asamblea Si Continuan O No En Caravan A EE.UU. - CB24
Run time: 4 minutes.
Notes: Video from December 4.
A short video shows a meeting of illegal migrants. They debate whether or not they
will continue with the caravan or not. A leader states they are doing it for the children,
who cannot speak for themselves. The refugee center is compared to a concentration
camp, yet again.
Sonia Diaz De Pollera A Lider De Caravana Migrante - Efecto Noticia
Run time: 7 minutes.
Notes: Video from December 5.
Focusing on Sonia Diaz, who came to public light when she resisted arrest for civil
disturbance, while Mexican police attempted to relocate invaders in Tijuana. She is
described as a Mexican-American. It is not known why she is even part of the caravan, as

she does not belong to any social organization or church, and has no apparent vested
interest in being there.
Diaz is recorded harassing reporters in another incident. She uses the name Sonia
Diaz Vargas.
She states she can speak in English or Spanish.
El Fin De Mexico - Francisco Lopez
Run time: 16 minutes.
Notes: Video from December 5.
Focusing on the UN’s Global Pact For Migration. Under this Pact, the UN will
choose how many people will be migrated. National laws must take second place to UN
mandates. In addition to mass migrations, the UN may choose to include other purposes.
The UN will decide how many people or goods will be transported. UN guidelines will
supercede national law. Universities will be used to push UN agenda, when it comes to
refugee issues. Host nations will incur the costs of financing migrations.
The UN will promote good relations for peaceful coexistence. These are social
projects to minimize invasions and their impacts, including censorship. Not only will host
nations have to labor the costs of force migration, but money and resources will be given
to nations of origin. Resettlement projects will last several years. The UN will dictate
host nations and migrant numbers.
3,000 Immigrants Have Disappeared In Tijuana - King DragonKraken
Run time: 11 minutes.
Notes: Video from December 5.
During the transportation of migrants from Juarez sports complex to Matamoros,
apparently 3,000 invaders have gone missing. We see an image of the American flag
hung upside down at Juarez complex.
The official count of invaders: 3,877 men, 1,127 women 542 boys and 516 girls, for
a total of 6,062. These are the numbers for INSIDE the sports complex, and not for the
migrants who were camped outside on the streets.
Only 2,122 people made it to the new refugee center, with approximately 744 left on
the streets surrounding the complex. Halfway houses and churches took in another 144.
An estimated 600 invaders were returned to their countries, including 178 deported
and 409 that asked to be retuned, according to the secretary general of Baja California.
Mexican officials are donw-playing how many migrants have disappeared, calling it
a clerical error.
The invaders have complained that the new refugee center is too far from the border,
again hinting that they are not in Tijuana to apply for asylum, but to enter the US
illegally.
Sergio Tamai, director of Angels Without Borders, states that Tijuana officials
deliberately inflated the numbers so they could ask for greater federal funds. Supposedly,
the city requested a hundred million pesos.
Tijuana mayor Juan Gastelum has stated it is costing his city 550,000 pesos per day
to maintain the migrants at Juarez complex.

